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ABSTRACT 
 
The current study was conducted to characterize the camel types and sub-
types in the Sudan, to determine the genetic similarity and distances between 
types and sub-typesa and to compare them with Somalian (Arhou) and Chadian 
Spotted types. 
Blood samples were collected from 18 Sudanese camel types and subtypes, 
one Somalian type (Arhou) and one Chad type (spotted camel)  from Red Sea 
State, Kassala State, Gedareff State, Showak, Butana Region, and from the River 
Nile State (Damer, Atbara, and Barber).   
DNA was extracted and then evaluated by gel electrophoresis and 
spectrophotometer. Ten random primer was used in this study six of them gave 
polymorphism. RAPD (Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA) technique 
was performed using ten random primers.  
Polymorphic bands were obtained by six primers. Genetic Similarity 
(Similarity Index) was calculated among the twenty samples according to Nei’s 
and Li’s coefficient. The mean genetic similarity ranged between 0.298 - 0.927 
between Rebaigat (Kabashi) and Chad (spotted type) and between Abu Omair 
(Shanabla) and Aiadap (Lahawe) respectively.  
Genetic similarity was 0.633 between Chadian spotted type and 
Abukhamseen (Kinani) type, 0.833 between Annafi and Awlad Gallis type and 
0.842 between Bishari (Aririt-Bashkwap) and Amirap type. It was in a range of 
0.853 – 0.927 between Abu Omair (Shanabla), Nawahia (Dar Hamid), Aiadap 
and Hawaweer. 0.578 – 0.882 between Kabashi (Rebaigat), gemei, Kawahla 
(Muradi) and Maidoup. The genetic similarity between Chadian spotted type 
compared with Somalian type (Arhou) and all Sudan types ranged between 0.298 
– 0.660, while between Somalian (Arhou) type compared with Chadian spotted 
and all Sudan types ranged between 0.472 – 0.825. 
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 ﺒﺴﻡ ﺍﻟﻠﺔ ﺍﻟﺭﺤﻤﻥ ﺍﻟﺭﺤﻴﻡ
 اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
 
ﻼﺑﻞ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﻮدان ﺑﺘﺤﺪﻳﺪ  وﺗﺤﺖ اﻷﻧﻮاع ﻟ أﻧﻮاعﺒﻌﺾاﻟﻬﺪف ﻣﻦ هﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ هﻮ اﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻲ ﻟ
اﻟﺘﺸﺎدي  و( اﻷرهﻮ )اﻟﺼﻮﻣﺎﻟﻲ ، وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﻬﻢ ﻣﻊﻟﻸﻧﻮاع وﺗﺤﺖ اﻷﻧﻮاعاﻟﺠﻴﻨﻲ واﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ  اﻟﺘﺸﺎﺑﺔ
  .اﻷﺑﺮق
وأﺧѧﺮي ( أرهѧﻮ  ) اﻟѧﺼﻮﻣﺎل ﺴﻮداﻧﻴﺔ ﺑﺎﻻﺿѧﺎﻓﺔ اﻟѧﻲ ﻋﻴﻨѧﺔ ﻣѧﻦ  ﻧﻮع اﻵﺑѧﻞ اﻟѧ 81ﺪم ﻣﻦ اﻟأﺧﺬت ﻋﻴﻨﺎت 
وﻻﻳѧﺔ )ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒﺎ ﻣﻦ آﻞ أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟѧﺴﻮدان، ﻣѧﻦ ﻏѧﺮب وﺟﻨѧﻮب وﺷѧﻤﺎل آﺮدﻓѧﺎن، ﺷѧﺮق اﻟѧﺴﻮدان ( أﺑﺮق)ﻣﻦ ﺗﺸﺎد 
  (.اﻟﺪاﻣﺮ، ﻋﻄﺒﺮة وﺑﺮﺑﺮ)واﻳﻀﺎ ﻣﻦ وﻻﻳﺔ ﻧﻬﺮ اﻟﻨﻴﻞ ( اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻷﺣﻤﺮ، آﺴﻼ، اﻟﺸﻮاك ووﻻﻳﺔ اﻟﻘﻀﺎرف
 (siserohportcelE)ﻲ ﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑѧﻔѧﺼوﻗѧﻴﻢ ﺑﺠﻬѧﺎز اﻟ( AND)ص اﻟﺤѧﺎﻣﺾ اﻟﻨѧﻮوي أﺳѧﺘﺨﻼﺗѧﻢ 
 modnaR) ﺑѧﺎدءات ﻋѧﺸﻮاﺋﻴﺔ ﻋѧﺸﺮ اﺳﺘﺨﺪﻣﺖ . (retemotohportcepS)وﺟﻬﺎز ﻣﻘﻴﺎس اﻟﻀﻮء اﻟﻄﻴﻔﻲ  
ﻟﺘﺒѧﺪأ   وﻓﻴѧﻪ ﺗѧﺴﺘﺨﺪم اﻟﺒѧﺎدءات DPARﺗﻘﺎﻧѧﺔ ال . ﺣѧﺰم ﻣﺘﺒﺎﻳﻨѧﺔ  ﻣﻨﻬѧﺎ أﻋﻄѧﺖ 6ﻓѧﻲ هѧﺬﻩ اﻟﺪراﺳѧﺔ . (sremirP
 ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺟﻬѧﺎز ﺗﻔﺎﻋѧﻞ اﻟﺒﻠﻤѧﺮة (AND)ﻟﻠﺤﺎﻣﺾ اﻟﻨﻮوي  )cimoneG( ﺔاﻟﺘﻜﺒﻴﺮ اﻟﻌﺸﻮاﺋﻲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﺘﻠﺔ اﻟﺨﻠﻘﻴ
  .ﻟﺪراﺳﺔوهﻲ اﻟﺘﻘﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ هﺬة ا ،(RCP )noitcaeR niahC esaremyloPاﻟﻤﺘﺴﻠﺴﻞ 
. s’iL dna s’ieNﺣﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻌѧﺸﺮﻳﻦ ﻋﻴﻨѧﺔ ﺑﻨѧﺎءا ﻋﻠѧﻲ ﻣﻜѧﺎﻓﺊ  ( ﻋﻼﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﺸﺎﺑﺔ)اﻟﺘﺸﺎﻳﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻲ 
وواﻷﺑѧѧﺮق ( اﻟﻜﺒѧѧﺎﺑﻴﺶ)، ﺑѧѧﻴﻦ اﻟﺮﺑﻴﻘѧѧﺎت 729.0-  892.0ﻳﺘѧѧﺮاوح ﺑѧѧﻴﻦ ووﺟѧѧﺪ أن ﻣﺘﻮﺳѧѧﻂ اﻟﺘѧѧﺸﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨѧѧﻲ 
  .ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺘﻮاﻟﻲ( اﻟﻠﺤﻮي)واﻟﻌﻴﺎداب ( اﻟﺸﻨﺎﺑﻠﺔ)، وﺑﻴﻦ أﺑﻮﻋﻤﻴﺮ (اﻟﺘﺸﺎدي)
 338.0و( اﻟﻜﻨѧﺎﻧﻲ ) واﺑﻮﺧﻤѧﺴﻴﻦ  اﻷﺑѧﺮق اﻟﺘѧﺸﺎدي  ﺑѧﻴﻦ  336.0 اﻟﺘѧﺸﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨѧﻲ أن وأوﺿﺤﺖ اﻟﻨﺘѧﺎﺋﺞ 
 248.0 و (اﻟﺒѧﺸﺎري )واﻻﻣﻴѧﺮاب (  اﻟﺒѧﺸﺎري -أرﻳﺮﻳѧﺖ )ﻮاب ، ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﺒﺎﺷѧﻜ (اﻟﻜﻨﺎﻧﻲ)ﻦ اﻟﻌﻨﺎﻓﻲ وأوﻻد ﺟﺎﻟﺲ ﺑﻴ
 – 358.0واﻟﻬѧѧﻮاوﻳﺮ ﺗﺘѧѧﺮاوح ﺑѧѧﻴﻦ ( اﻟﻠﺤѧѧﻮي)واﻟﻌﻴѧѧﺎداب ( دار ﺣﺎﻣѧѧﺪ)واﻟﻨﻮاهﻴѧѧﺔ ( اﻟѧѧﺸﻨﺎﺑﻠﺔ)ﺑѧѧﻴﻦ أﺑѧѧﻮﻋﻤﻴﺮ 
. 288.0 – 875.0واﻟﻤﻴﺪوب ﺗﺘѧﺮاوح ﺑѧﻴﻦ ( اﻟﻜﻮاهﻠﺔ)واﻟﺠﻤﻊ واﻟﻤﺮادي ( اﻟﻜﺒﺎﺑﻴﺶ)، وﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﺮﺑﻴﻘﺎت 729.0
 – 892.0وآѧﻞ اﻷﻧѧﻮاع اﻟѧﺴﻮداﻧﻴﺔ ﺗﺘѧﺮاوح ﺑѧﻴﻦ ( اﻷرهﻮ )اﻟﺼﻮﻣﺎﻟﻲ  اﻷﺑﺮق  ﻣﻊ ﻟﺘﺸﺎديا اﻟﺘﺸﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻲ ﺑﻴﻦ 
 – 274.0 وآѧﻞ اﻷﻧѧﻮاع اﻟѧﺴﻮداﻧﻴﺔ ﺗﺘѧﺮاوح ﺑѧﻴﻦ اﻷﺑѧﺮق  اﻟﺘѧﺸﺎدي ﻣѧﻊ ( اﻷرهﻮ )اﻟﺼﻮﻣﺎﻟﻲ ، ﺑﻴﻨﻤﺎ ﺑﻴﻦ 066.0
  .528.0
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Sudan is considered as a country with enormous animal wealth on which the 
national economy depends. As such, care must be taken to conserve and develop. 
From this point inbreeding developed firstly as a method for improving the desired 
characteristics of production. The disadvantage of this method lies is the fact that 
there may be distraction of the desired gene after insertion of the other; in addition 
inbreeding is time consuming. Secondly, crossbreeding is introduced to overcome 
the previous disadvantage. This method is represented in the Artificial 
Insemination (AI) whereby foreign genes are transferred into local breeds. Cross 
breeding must be continued until a standard ratio is reached where the offspring 
manifest high yielding capacity and at the same time adaptable to the local 
environment. The disadvantages are their cost, efforts and time consumption. 
 In the previous methods, not all desired characters are transferred as a 
whole, but gradually and over time. In order to avoid the negative aspects of 
previous methodss. Embryo Transfer (ET) is implemented, which is represented in 
genetic improvement in short period of time and with little cost, as all desired 
genes can be inherited at once. Other advanced techniques were developed later. 
Of those techniques DNA manipulation, clonning and stem cells techniques. 
 Hence, it is possible to establish ET technique in the Sudan if conditions are 
suitable. This ensures the claim of some specialist that ET was successfully 
conducted in the Sudan.  
Farm animal genetic diversity is required to meet current production needs 
in various environments, to allow sustained genetic improvement, and to facilitate 
rapid adaptation to changing breeding objectives. Production efficiency in pastoral 
species is closely tied to the use of diverse genetic types, but greater genetic 
uniformity has evolved in intensively raised species. The diversity of production 
environments and the great importance of adaptation to the grazing environment, 
in many cases, necessitate the use of multiple genetic types. Molecular biology 
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approaches may solve some of these problems. Analysis of DNA sequences sheds 
light on their historical development and on the genetic variety characterizing 
breeding populations. DNA-based polymorphisms studies lead to new approaches 
for genetic analyses of livestock species, and increase knowledge of genetic 
diversity, marker-assisted selection (MAS) strategies, parentage testing, 
relatedness among breeds, and species identification. RAPD (random amplified 
polymorphic DNA) markers use oligonucleotides to prime arbitrary amplification 
from genomic DNA. RAPD primers are multilocus ones which may have the 
power to estimate band sharing among the individuals within a breed. This sharing 
of bands may show the genome with levels of homozygosity between animals. The 
goal of the study is to genotype camel types in Sudan and to determine the genetic 
similarity and genetic distances between them. 
Animal resources are integral and essential aspects of human culture. Much 
of the discussion on management of farm animal genetic resources has focused on 
developing nations. From a global perspective, this focus is appropriate. Most of 
the world’s domestic animals are found in these regions, and livestock breeds in 
developing nations have been less thoroughly characterized (Mason and Crawford, 
1993).  
The estimated number of breeds of mammalian livestock is about 4,000, 
roughly comparable to the total number of recognized mammalian species, and of 
these, about 1,000 are estimated to be at risk (Loftus and Scherf, 1993).  In 
addition, more wide-scale use of DNA identification will lead to a reduction in 
pedigree errors and hence an increase in accuracy of breeding value predictions. 
The early-domesticated animals possessed the pool of genes, which through 
control mating and selection, proved flexible in the hands of breeders. In cattle, for 
example, through various systems of breeding, there evolved animals especially 
adapted to draft purposes, beef production, milk production, and dual-purpose 
needs. Animals with special adaptations and types were also developed in horses, 
sheep, and camels. Sometimes inbreeding can lead to the loss of genetic variation 
or the accumulation of deleterious alleles, has been shown to reduce fitness in wild 
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zoo (Saccheri et al., 1998), laboratory (Frankham and Ralls, 1998), and farmed 
animals (Wiener et al., 1992). But it has been proposed that when combine with 
selection, inbreeding may purge deleterious alleles (Lacy and Ballou, 1998). 
Guidelines have generally been adapted from studies on management of 
endangered species, and focus usually on maintenance of genetic diversity within 
the breed itself rather than on genetic management strategies appropriate to the 
species as a whole.  
Maintenance of allelic diversity within a livestock species in a way that will 
facilitate future access to potentially useful alleles is challenging. Optimal 
strategies will likely differ, depending on whether the trait of interest is under 
polygenic or primarily single gene control. Status and trends in genetic diversity in 
livestock vary importantly among domestic species. Evidence from plants indicates 
that useful genes may exist in lowly productive types and suggests a need for 
systematic programs of genetic resource conservation, evaluation, and use in 
livestock comparable to those that already exist for crop plants. So the specific 
objectives of this study as the following: 
1/ To identify the different Sudanese by their DNA profiling using RAPD 
techniques. 
2/ To measure the genetic similarity and genetic distance between the different 
Sudanese camel types. 
3/ To study the relationship between their phenotypic characteristics and the 
genetic makeup by DNA profiling. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 LITERATURE REVIEW 
  
Classification of Camels In the world: 
Taxonomically, the family Camelidae is the only family within Tylopoda, 
which is one of three suborders of the order Artiodactyla (Zeuner, 1963). The 
family Camelidae contains only three genera. The old world genus is Camelus, 
comprising two species, Camelus dromadarius, or the one-humped camel of 
Arabia and Africa, and the Camelus bacterianus, or two-humped camel of North 
East Asia. The old world camels were divided into Bactrian camel (double hump) 
and Dromedary (one hump), and the new world camel is unhump camel Llama. 
In the New World the genus Lama, with three species, and the genus 
Vicugna, with but a single species are found. The camel (Camelus dromadarius) is 
found in desert and appears thriving there. Data collected over the years have 
shown the ability of this animal to survive long period without water (Mcfarlane, 
1965; Maloiy, 1972; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1964; Yagil et al., 1976). During the 
periods when camels were subjected to water deprivation they continued to eat 
normally (Yagil et al. 1976). 
Family:    Camelidoe  
Genus:                                                         
            1- Camels (old world camels).    
I- Camels Dromedarius (one humped camel), and is sometimes referred to as the 
Arabian camel, after the area in which it was thought to have been domesticated 
and probably most extensively employed. Mason (1979) suggested that the 
dromedary was domesticated in southern Arabia around 3000 B.C. However, the 
evidence as to where, when and why these animals were first domesticated remains 
inconclusive. 
II- Camels Bactrianus (double humped camel, the Bactrian or two-humped camel 
(C. bactrianus) is generally a long-haired sturdy animal, powerfully built and 
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adapted to rigorous, cold climates. It is capable of marching in snow-covered 
mountains. The two-humped camel is found in Turkestan and throughout central 
Asia (War Office, 1908) anal in the extremely cold northern deserts (Fazil, 1977). 
Leese (1927) suggests that the species developed in the Bactriana part of 
Afghanistan; hence it spread through Asia, China, Turkestan and Russia. Bulliet 
(1975) concludes that the first homeland of the Bactrian was the border of Iran 
(Khorasan) and the USSR (Turkemanistan). Tracing the story of its domestication, 
he estimated that the date of domestication probably reaches back to before 2,500 
B.C. From this early focus of domestication, the Bactrian spread far and wide. It 
still exists today in central Asia and Mongolia, but has receded from other areas, 
e.g. the Indus valley. 
            2- Lama (new world camels). 
I- Guanaco.      
II- Vicogna.         
III- Alpaca.             
IV- Lama. 
Hybrid Camels: 
Old World Camels: 
Bactrian camels have 2 humps and are robust, heavy-coated cold-climate 
camels. Dromedaries have one hump and are finer boned and lighter coated desert 
dwellers. Both have evolved to withstand a dry environment. Cross breeding of 
Dromedary and Bactrian camel occurs in Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Iran, Russia 
and Turkey to produce a fast-maturing hybrid that is larger, stronger and more 
docile than either parent. The hybrids can be over 7.5 ft (2.286m) at the shoulder 
and weigh up to 2200 lb (997.9kg). They have a single, elongated hump from 
shoulder to rump. Hybrid camels are used as draft animals and are more tractable 
than the parent species. The faster maturation means they reach working size 
sooner than the purebred parents. In Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Turkmenistan 
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hybrid camels are known as Tulu, Majen, Iver and Bertuar. In Kazakhstan they are 
called Bukhts. In Iran the males are known as Boghor and the females as 
Hachamaia.  
In Kazakhstan, female Bactrian-Dromedary hybrids may be crossed back to 
a Bactrian resulting in a three-quarter bred Bactrian (also known as F2 Bactrian) 
used as riding camels. These have 75% Bactrian genes and have 2 humps, but are 
less robust in type than purebred Bactrian camels. They are generally faster than 
Bactrians and stronger than Dromedaries. 
The converse back-crossing of a female Bactrian-Dromedary hybrid to a 
Dromedary is less common. This produces a three-quarter bred Dromedary (also 
known as F2 Dromedary) that is larger and stronger than a purebred Dromedary. 
These have 75% Dromedary genes and have a single hump, but are more robust in 
type than a Dromedary. 
New World Camelids: 
The South American Camelids can be hybridized. A male Alpaca/female 
Llama result in a Huarizo. A male Vicuna/female Alpaca result in a Paco-vicuna. 
A female Alpaca/male Llama result in a Misti. A male Vicuna/female Llama result 
in a Llamo-vicuna. A male Alpaca/female Guanaco result in a Paco-guanaco. A 
male Guanaco/female Llama result in a Llama-guanaco (unusual in that the sire's 
name should form the first part of the hybrid's name). A Llama/Alpaca cross which 
resembles the Llama parent is known as a Warilla; if it resembles the Alpaca 
parent it is called a T'aqa. 
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Dromedary-Llama Hybrids: 
The Cama is a camel/llama hybrid bred by scientists who wanted to see how 
closely the parent species were related. The Dromedary Camel is six times the 
weight of a Llama, hence artificial insemination was required to impregnate the 
Llama female (Llama male to Dromedary female have proven unsuccessful). 
Though born even smaller than a Llama calf, the Cama had the short ears and long 
tail of a camel, no hump and Llama-like cloven hooves rather than the Dromedary-
like pads. At four years old, the Cama became sexually mature and interested in 
Llama and Guanaco females. A second Cama (female) has since been produced 
using artificial insemination. 
Because Camels and Llamas both have 74 chromosomes, scientists hope that 
the Cama will be fertile. If so, there is potential for increasing size, meat/wool 
yield and pack/draft ability in South American camels. The Cama apparently 
inherited the poor temperament of both parents as well as demonstrating the 
relatedness of the New World and Old World camelids. 
Dromedary Camels: 
The dromedary or one-humped camel (Camelus dromedarius) is one of two 
species within the genus Camelus, the other being the Bactrian or two-humped 
camel (C. bactrianus). Camels and llamas are the two genera comprising the 
Camelidae family. The Camelidae belong to the ruminant suborder within the 
placentary subclass of mammalian vertebrates. Among the living artiodactyls the 
Camelidae family is the only one within the Tylopoda group. 
From about 19.4 million camels worldwide (FAO, 2003), the dromedary 
accounts for 95%. The Near East, North Africa and the Sahel region have about 
70% (13.5 million) of the world’s dromedary population. Somalia and the Sudan 
together own more than half of this figure (Wardeh, 2004), (Tabel 1). 
Leese (1927) classified dromedaries according to their natural breeding areas 
into (i) hill camels, small compact muscular animals fit for work as baggagers, and 
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(ii) plains camels, larger animals subdivided into riverine and desert types. The 
riverine camels are heavy baggagers with slow movements, while the desert types 
are light and typical of most riding animals. He also identifies a third group, 
intermediate between hill and plains animals. 
It has been shown (IAO, n.d.) that dromedaries can also be classified into 
three groups according to their morphology: (i) the brachymorphic dromedary, a 
large and heavy animal typified by the Egyptian caravan camels; (ii) the 
mesomorphic dromedary, a lighter animal illustrated by the Libyan camel and (iii) 
the dolichomorphic dromedary, to which group belong the lean, swift Mehara 
animals common among the Saharan peoples. The first two groups comprise what 
is generally called the ‘beast of burden' camel when a broad classification based on 
the ability to work is applied. 
Cole (1975), writing about the Murrah of Arabia, distinguishes three types: 
the beast of burden (baggager), the riding and the milking camel. Within each of 
these broad classes there are numerous breeds and types of dromedary, which have 
been bred and raised by man to suit local conditions. Man's role in evolving these 
various types has, however, been secondary to the genetic and environmental 
pressure. 
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 (Table 1): Dromedary Camels: 
 
Type Region Use Body Features Coat Color Comments 
Arab 
(Kabadish) 
Darfur, 
Kordofan 
Pack 
Heavy, large 
hump 
Shout, 
sandy gray 
  
Anafi NE Sudan Ridding 
Light, leggy, 
small hump 
White or 
golden 
Fast racing camel, 
bred for speed rather 
than for stamina 
Adrar 
Adrar des 
Iforas 
Ridding Moderate hump Short gray   
Benadir S Somalia Pack 
Larg (500-550 
kg) 
White   
Berabish NW Timbuktu Pack 
Medium size, 
strong, heavy 
Long hair, 
brown 
  
Bikaneri Bikaner India Multipurpose 
Heavily built. 
Long hair on 
eyebrows, 
eyelids and ears
Varies 
Varies from dark 
brown to blackish 
brown or reddish 
brown. 
Bishari NE Sudan Ridding 
Strong than 
Anafi 
Light 
One of the best 
riding camels, 
excellent feeding  
Dolbahanta E Somalia Pack Slow, large hump   
Largest of Somali 
camels 
Feallahi Egypt Pack 
Large, heavy, 
large hump 
White or 
sand 
colored 
  
Gandiol Senegal Pack Large, heavy     
Guban N Somalia Pack Very hardy  
Sparse 
reddish  
Smallest of Somali 
camels  
Jaisalmeri 
Jaisalmer 
India 
Riding, 
Racing 
Lightly built, 
small hump 
Light 
Brown 
Lean and thin, short 
hairs on body, speed 
is about 30Km/hr. 
Kachchhi Kachch India Good milker 
Heavy built, 
dull in 
appearance 
Dark sandy 
to 
blackish 
brown 
Strong hindquarters, 
heavy legs, hard and 
thick pads. 
Maghrabi 
Egypt, Iba, 
Algeria, 
Tunisia, 
Morocco 
Pack Slow, sturdy 
Long hair, 
brown 
  
Manga N&W Lake Chad Pack 
Heavy, unfit for 
desert 
    
Marwari Jodhpur India Multipurpose 
Heavy built, 
thick set of 
long muscular 
legs 
  
Capable of performing 
heavy agricultural 
work 
Mewar South-central Multipurpose Short and light Coarse Strong hindquarters, 
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Rajasthan in weight thick hair heavy legs, hard 
thick pads, can climb 
small hills 
Mowalled Egypt 
Farm and 
desert work 
    
The most common in 
Egypt (Crossbred 
between Maghrabi & 
Feallahi)  
Mudugh N Somalia Pack 
Medium, small 
hump 
Twany 
Fit for work on stony 
ground, poor milker 
Ogaden NW Somalia Pack Large 
Pale, 
nearly 
white 
  
Tharparkar 
Sindh area of 
Pakistan 
           
Tibesti 
Tabesti, S 
Fezzan 
Ridding 
Small, hardy, 
for stony & 
sandy soil 
Long hair, 
gray, 
often dark 
Smallest riding camel 
of Africa 
Sahel 
(Mehari) 
Sahel Riding 
Large, slender, 
small hump 
Fawn   
Sheckawati 
(bagri) 
Jhunjhunu 
Rajasthan 
Pack and cart 
pulling 
Heavily built 
large frame 
  
Resemble Bikaneri 
breed but have lesser 
endurance 
Sindhi 
Sindh 
Pakistan 
Multipurpose 
Heavy, short 
with small 
curved thick 
neck 
Reddish 
color 
Sure footed, can walk 
in marshy land 
without slipping 
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Camels in Sudan:  
It is believed that dromedary camels entered Sudan from Egypt, according to 
the specimen of camel hair rope of old Kingdom which was found at fayum in 
Upper Egypt 2980 – 2475 B.C. In the Sudan the oldest evidence is a bronze figure 
of camel with saddle found at Meroe 25-15 B.C. (Addison, 1934; Robinson, 1936), 
that indicate animal moved south by that period.  
Sudan holds the second largest camel population in the world estimated at 
3,724,000 in 2004 (statistical Bulletin for Animal Production, Sudan, issue No. 14 
– 2005). Distributed as follows: 
Kordufan State 36.81%, Darfur State 23.70%, Gedaref State 5.18%, Kassala State 
13.47%, Red Sea State 7.01%, Blue Nile State 4.48%, Sinnar State 2.45%, Gazzera 
State 2.59%, White Nile State 0.74%, Northern State 1.03%, River Nile State 
2.40% and Khartoum State 0.14%.  
The ability of the camel to withstand such adverse environmental conditions 
is attributed to its adaptive physiological mechanisms, aided by an array of 
supporting morphological features and behavioral attitudes. Camels provide milk, 
meat and hair to the rural society, also for transporting goods and crops. Camel 
export in some countries began to contribute substantially to national economy. 
Camel racing practiced in some Arab countries has furnished new and extra 
dimension in camel farming. The unique characteristics of camel physiology and 
reproduction pose an exciting challenge to interested research workers. In Sudan 
the ability of the camel to thrive in the arid and semi-arid areas (13 N0) western and 
eastern Sudan made it an important source of livelihood to nomadic people in these 
parts of the country. The majority of the studies in camels have been mainly on its 
anatomical features and physiological adaptation to desert conditions (El Amin, 
1984). 
Camels in Sudan are owned by tribes that inhabit the dry semi-desert areas, 
and because of its limited distribution and numbers, there has been no development 
in identification of different breeds as in case with other types of farm animal. 
Camels in Sudan and elsewhere are classified as pack (heavy) and riding (light) 
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types according to their function (El Amin, 1984). Recent studies had been made to 
classify the camels according to their performance like dairy camels, meat camels, 
dual purpose camels and racing camels (Wardeh, 1998) and (A. I. Kalafalla 2000).   
The following classification for the Sudanese camels is based on 
conformational and tribal ownership: 
The Sudanese Pack Camel Types:  
Heavy type which makeup the majority of the camel maintained by nomads 
(about 80%; Abbas et al. 1992). They are sub-grouped into Arabi type and 
Rashaidi (Sawahli) type. 
The Arab Types: 
They constitute about 96% in Kordufan, Darfur and Blue Nile, and in 
eastern Sudan it is about 55% from the total in that area (Abbas et al 1992). 
Gillespie (1962) mentioned that most of the Sudanese camels are large heavy 
massive types with slow mobility. Mainly the Arab type is described as a large 
heavily built animal with well developed hump, and it has a short hair except in the 
shoulder and hump. The mature camel weight about 400 – 500kg as a life weight, 
and can carry about 275kg over 25-30km per day (El Amin, 1984), and is sandy 
gray in colour. In the western Sudan, the Maidob and Hawawir have herds of 
comparatively light weight and some of which can be ridden (Gillespie, 1962). 
Abo Alazaien (1996) devided Arabi camel into three types: 
* Light type: Found red sea Regions, like Hadandwa, bani Aamir and Amarar 
camels.  
* Large heavy type: Found in Butana regions, like Shukria, Bataheen and 
Lahaween tribe.   
* Large massive type: Found in desert and semi desert regions, like Kababish, 
Hawaweer, Shanabla tribe in Kordufan and Maidoup in Darfur.  
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The Rashaida (Sawahli, Deaily) Type: 
They are raised by the Rashaida tribe, and known also by the Red Sea 
camels or Zebaidia, and the all thought that this type interred Sudan form Saudia 
Arabia. This camel is pinkish-red in colour. It is slightly shorter than Arab camels. 
Wardeh (2004) classified this type as dairy camels (2000-3000 kg/head/season). 
Kohler-Rollefson et al. 1990; Wardeh, 1989a; Khouri, 2000, and (Kalafalla, 2000) 
classify it as dual purpose camels. 
The Sudanese Riding Camel Types:  
 It is the light type, which bred mainly in north-east of the country and in the 
River Nile State. The best riding camels in the country are to be found east of the 
Nile, and mainly in Kassala State and Red Sea State (Gillespie, 1962). The two 
main types are: 
 The Annafi (Shukri, Juhani) Type: 
The fastest and smooth, and it has a very fast pace over short distance up to 25 
miles (Gillespie, 1962). It has long legs, with a bright white color, long neck and 
the ribs are not very sprung, upright ears, and has long narrow head.  
 The Bishari (The Red Sea Hills”Beja”) Types: 
Stronger and slightly larger than the Annafi type. It is a general purpose mount 
with a better conformation and a well developed neck. This type owned by the 
nomads of eastern Sudan like Bisharin, Hadendwa, Amarar and Bani Aamir, 
together they form Beja group (El Amin, 1984). 
Abo Alazaien (1996) devided Bisharian camel into Amirab, white Bisharian 
or Hadandawi, brown Bisharian and Algeraishi camels.  
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Molecular Biology Techniques: 
Genetic markers can be used to identify specific regions of chromosomes 
where genes affecting quantitative traits are located, known as quantitative trait 
loci (QTL). Key questions in management of farm animal genetic diversity involve 
the distribution of potentially useful quantitative trait loci alleles among global 
livestock breeds. For pastoral species (cattle, sheep, camel, and goats), opportunity 
for use and maintenance of diverse genetic types remains high. The diversity of 
production environments, the great importance of adaptation to the grazing 
environment, and the production of multiple products (meat, milk, and hide), in 
many cases, demand the use of multiple genetic types. In poultry, breeding 
decisions are directed by a few multinational companies and involve intense 
selection, the use of distinct production lines, and very large populations. In dairy 
cattle, the Holstein breed dominates production.  Experiments with tomato, maize, 
and mice suggest that favorable alleles can exist in otherwise lowly productive 
stocks; variation may potentially contribute to future selection response.  
With the decreasing cost of genotyping technique, it can be expected that 
more animals will be genotyped in the future. Genotyping for a large number of 
markers can be economical as a parentage verification tool. In addition to 
validating parentage, the markers can be used to increase the accuracy of 
evaluation (Fernando and Grossman, 1989; Goddard, 1992) and to calculate 
relationships, heterosis, and inbreeding among animals with unknown pedigrees 
(Gavora et al., 1996; Goetz and Thaller; 1998; Grunder et al., 1994). In the 
extreme, the pedigree-derived relationships can be replaced by total allelic 
relationships (Nejati-Navaremi et al., 1997; Thallman et al., 1998). 
It is now apparent that there is almost unlimited genetic polymorphism at the 
DNA level, and there are new techniques for effective identification it, such as 
microsatellites (Fries et al., 1990; Georges et al., 1990; Webber, 1990), repeat unit 
sequence variation in minisatellites (Jeffreys et al. 1990), and random amplified 
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) (Williams et al. 1990; and Welsh and McCllelland 
1990). Variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) had been predominantly 
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described for larger repeats, so called minisatellites. Polymorphic microsatellites, 
like the minisatellite VNTRs, may rise from unequal meiotic exchanges (Jeffreys 
et al., 1985) or other mechanisms leading to unequal numbers of repeats on the 
resulting chromosomes. Generally, microsatellite is highly polymorphic, so they 
can be used as markers for parentage verification, individual identification, and 
genetic variability. 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): 
Molecular biology has been revolutionized by the polymerase Chain Reaction 
(PCR), because it can so efficiently increase any target DNA in a logarithmic and 
controlled fashion. The advent of the PCR meant that quantities of insufficiencies 
DNA were no longer a limitation in molecular biology research or diagnostic 
procedures. The development of PCR also had a major impact on studies of 
eukaryotic genomes (Nicolas, 1996). This method was conceived by Kary Mullis 
in 1983. Although the first related publications only started to appear in 1985. In 
1989, science magazine selected PCR as the (major scientific development), Taq 
(Thermus Aquaticus) polymerase (the enzyme essential to PCRs success) as 
"Molecular of the year", and in 1993, Mullis received the Nobel Prize of chemistry. 
Although its impact has been extraordinary, the concept of DNA amplification by 
PCR is simple. The chemistry involved in PCR depends on the complementarity 
(matching) of the nucleotide bases in the double-stranded DNA helix. When a 
molecule of DNA is sufficiently heated, the hydrogen bonds holding together the 
double helix are disrupted and the molecule separated or denature into single 
strands. If the DNA solution is allowed to cool, then the complementary base pair 
can reform to restore the original double helix. In order to use classical PCR, the 
exact sequence of nucleotides that flank (lay on either side of) the area of interest 
(the target area that needs to be amplified), must be known. This is the absolute 
minimum data necessary before a classical PCR reaction be used. The researcher 
has to determine or use previous data (known sequence data) to synthesize 
complementary 5´-3´ oligonucleotides (primers).  However, in using PCR for 
genotyping purposes, several random priming strategies are commonly employed. 
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After priming, the key to the reaction is that driven by a heat-stable polymerase 
molecule. This enzyme reads original template in 3´-5´ direction, and synthesizes a 
new complementary template in the 5´-3´ direction, using dNTP`s 
(deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates) as building blocks. A PCR thus consists of a 
number of cycles of denaturing, annealing and extension. The products synthesized 
in one cycle serves as a template in the next, so that the original DNA is doubled in 
every cycle. The amplicon or PCR-product can then be visualized on agarose or 
polyacrylamide gel (Nicolase, 1996; Turner et al., 1998; Erlich, 1991). 
DNA Based Markers:     
Genetic markers associated with DNA are commonly grouped into Type I and 
Type II marker (O’Brien, 1991). Type I markers are usually associated with a gene 
with a known function, while Type II markers refer to anonymous gene segments. 
Alternatively, DNA-based markers are also grouped as clone/sequence-based 
marker (CSB) such as microsatellites and fingerprinting markers (Dodgson et al., 
1997). CSB marker requires isolation of a DNA fragment and the determination of 
the sequence of the fragment. Some fingerprint markers rely on random 
recognition sites (e.g. RAPD; Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA) and 
thus do not require the availability of specific DNA sequence information 
(Dodgson et al., 1997).  
As PCR is applied to amplify known sequence of a DNA or for arbitrary 
priming of variable regions of the genome, it is suitable for various DNA markers 
such as Variable Number of Tandem Repeats (VNTR`s), Randomly Amplified 
Polymorphic DNA (RAPD), and Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism 
(AFLP) (Erlich, 1991). PCR has the advantage of being a relatively fast, sensitive 
and reliable method. It cannot only amplify very small amounts of DNA, but also 
amplify degraded or poor sources of DNA (Strachen & Read, 1996; Elrich; 1991). 
PCR has become an essential tool in molecular biology and plays a leading role in 
virtually all the techniques which are presently applicable to genetic 
characterization in livestock breeding programmes. 
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Repetitive DNA:   
Eukaryotic genomic DNA consists of non-coding and coding DNA. Thus some 
parts of the genome encode for the synthesis of proteins through the translation of 
RNA which is transcribed from the DNA template (coding DNA). However, non-
coding DNA, which makes a large proportion of the genomes of the eukaryotes, 
typically contain regulatory elements such as promoters and enhancers, but can in 
many cases also contain repetitive elements, e.g., multiple repeats (Turner et al., 
1998). These repetitions include satellite DNA, and which are thousands of tandem 
repeats in one site, as well as mini- and microsatellite DNA, depending on the 
number of repeats. Minisatellites usually range in size from 100 bases and 
microsatellites from 1–6 bases (Nicolas, 1996; Turner et al., 1998). Although both 
minisatellites and microsatellites occur throughout the genome, the minisatellite 
tends to be concentrated in the telomere regions and the sites associated with a 
high frequency of recombination (Nicolas, 1996). The number of repeats in the 
satellite DNA is highly hypervariable and differs among individuals of species. For 
this reason these repeats may be very effectively be applied as DNA markers in the 
study of genetic differences.  
Specific Genetic Marker Techniques and Molecula Characterization 
of Camel types: 
Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP):           
This technique relies on the amplification of the variable regions of the target 
genome, with the amplicon then being digested with one or more sequence specific 
restriction enzymes. The DNA fragments of different lengths are then subjected to 
electrophoresis and fragments will migrate according to their molecular weights, 
the smaller fragments faster and the larger fragments slower (Nicolas, 1996). Thus, 
RFLP generally refers to the differences in banding patterns obtained, from DNA 
fragments after sequence specific cleavage with restriction enzymes. Before the 
advent of PCR, RFLP analyses typically entailed restriction enzyme digestion of 
chromosomal DNA, followed by electrophoretic separation, membrane blotting 
and hybridization with a labeled probe, usually radioactive. Although reliable, this 
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process is time consuming, cumbersome and expensive. However the ability to 
amplify a selected target millionfold through PCR abolished the need for the 
problematic blotting and hybridization analyses. Although many enzymes still 
need to be tested in the initial phase to be able to identify the polymorphism, it is 
today an easy reliable and relatively cheap marker to use (Dodgson et al., 1997) 
and RFLP is therefore probably the simplest PCR procedure for comparisons of 
sequence polymorphism. Restriction enzymes have often been shown (BamHI, 
EcoRI, SacI and TaqI) to be useful in obtaining RFLP patterns for haplotype 
identification in individuals (Spike et al., 1996 and Smith et al., 1996). Potential 
disadvantages of the RFLP technique are the dimorphic nature, since a RFLP only 
indicates the presence of absence of a cleavage site, and therefore does not provide 
a great deal of genotypic information. 
Microsatellites: 
Microsatellites consist of tandem repeats between one to six bp, repeated up to 60 
times and referred to as simple sequence repeat. These domains were first 
demonstrated by Hamada and colleagues, during the early eighties (Tautz & Renz, 
1984, Tautz, 1989; Smeets et al., 1989). Repeat units may consist of (A) n, (TG) n, 
(CA)n or(AAT)n repeat. Microsatellites are highly polymorphic due to the 
variation in the number of repeats. It is not uncommon to find up to 10 alleles per 
locus and heterozygosty values of 60% in a relatively small number of samples 
(Goldstein & Pollack, 1997). Microsatellites tend to mutate with mutation rates up 
10-20 per generation (Bruford & Wayne, 1993). 
A large number of microsatellite markers have been mapped to various 
species, including humans, mice, fruit flies and farm animals (cattle, sheep, swine 
and chickens) (Goldstein & Pollack, 1997, Taylor et al, 1998; Groenen et al., 
2000). As a consequence these elements have become most valuable markers in 
studies on genetic variability, parentage verifications and genome mapping 
projects. 
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Mishra et al., (1998) stated that; oligonucleotide probes specific for simple 
tandem repeat sequences produce individual specific DNA fingerprints in man and 
all animal species. Their investigation (r)-P32 labeled oligonucleotide probes 
(GTG)5, (GT)8  and (GGAT)4 were used as multilocus probes to detect 
hypervariable microsatellites in the Indian dromedary camel population. Oligo 
probes were radiolabeled and hyperdized to camel genomic DNA from 3 breeds. 
Bikaneri, Jaisalmeri and Kachachi which had been digested with the    patterns 
which were analyzed for 3 breeds to characterize intra or inter - breed variations. 
The oligonucletide (GGTAT)4 gave individual specific DNA fingerprint patterns 
with 3 to 4 polymorphic bands, while (GTG)5 generated less discernible individual 
variation. The number of DNA bands varied from 6 - 12 in numbers with 
molecular weight ranging from 1.0 kb to 14 kb. The probe (GT)8  generated as low 
as 6 bands with little variability among individuals. The application of DNA 
fingerprinting technique may prove to be valuable in the precise identification of 
individuals and study of genetic variation in camel breeds. 
Evdotchenko et al., (2003), screened and sequenced new microsatellite loci 
from the genomic DNA of male camelus bacterianus. Among 32 loci, 23 were 
amplified in Bactrian and dromedary species, 19 in llama and 20 in alpaca. The 
different species had similar fragment lengths per locus, with more striking 
similarities between bacterian and dromedary and between llama and alpaca, 
respectively. Seven loci had more than 10 alleles each, nine were monomorphic in 
all species, and one was monomorphic in old world and polymorphic in new world 
camels. The results show that the informative microsatellite loci can be widely 
applied to several species.   
Mburu et al., (2003), calculated that; the genetic diversity and relationships 
amongst the dromedary (camelus dromedarius) populations are poorly 
documented. Four recognized Kenyan dromedary breeds (Somali, Turkana, 
Rendille and Gabbra) and from Pakistan and Arabian Peninsula (Saudi Arabia, 
United Arab Emirates) were studies using 14 microsatellite loci. Phylogenetic 
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analysis showed that Kenyan dromedaries are distinct from Arabian and Pakistan 
populations. Expected heterozygosity and allelic diversity values indicate that 
Kenyan dromedaries are less diverse than non-Kenyan populations. With the 
exception of Somali population, the Kenyan dromedaries are poorly differentiated 
(average Fst = 0.009), with only one to two loci separating the Gabbra, Rendille 
and Turkana populations studied (P < 0.05). Individual assignments were 
performed using the maximum likelihood method. A correct breed assignment of 
only 39-48% was observed for the Kenyan dromedaries, using an allocation 
stringency of a log of the odds ratio > 2.  
In India (Mehta et al., 2006) investigated sixteen microsatellite loci for 
studying the genetic polymorphism in Kachachi breed of camel, polymerase chain 
reactions were carried out for 50 unrelated camels of kachachi breed. The 
amplification products were resolved using 6% (denaturing) urea PAGE and 
stained with silver nitrate. Out of 16 microsatellite loci, 13 were found 
polymorphic. The number of alleles ranged from 2 to 6. The expected 
heterozygosity ranged from 0.332 to 0.796. The polymorphic information content 
ranged from 0.277 to 0.765. The results indicated existence of enough genetic 
variation among dromedary individuals and the potential use of microsatellite 
markers for further genetic investigations including genetic diversity analysis, 
individual identification, parentage testing and production enhancement.            
 Minisatellites (Simple Sequence Repeats (SSR)): 
Minisatellites were first described as hypervariable tandem repeats, when found in 
the human genome. They were found to be longer repeats than microsatellites, 
consisting of up to 200bp. This led to the use of the term Variable Number of 
Tandem Repeat loci (VNTR) in reference to repetitive units that include mini - and 
microsatellites. Minisatellites are also well distributed through the eukaryotic 
genome (Bruford & Wayne, 1993). Minisatellite markers have certain limitation, 
as they do not uniformly mark the genome, the marker fragment is difficult to 
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clone and they are dominant markers if repeat is used as a probe, which reduces the 
potential information for genotyping (Dodgson et al., 1997). 
The human minisatellite probes 33.6 and 33.15, when tested with camel 
DNA, showed cross-hyberdization and produced typical DNA fingerprints. It is 
suggested that these could be used for parentage identification and identity testing 
in camels.  
Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD): 
RAPD also known as Arbitrarily Primed PCR (AP-PCR), or as a DNA 
Amplification Fingerprinting technique (DAF). This technique is based on the use 
of short arbitrary primers in a PCR reaction and can be used to produce relatively 
detailed and complex DNA profiles for detecting amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms between organisms. In the simplest format, only one short 
oligonucleotide, usually 8 - 10 nucleotides in length, is used however, multiple 
primers are usually applied; and a range from 5 – 21 nucleotides has proven 
successful if detection is coupled with polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Relaxed 
PCR conditions allow multiple unspecific priming sites on opposite DNA strands, 
even if the match is imperfect. Successfully amplified template sequence will, 
however, only span from a priming site sequence to a nearby complementary 
sequence. Depending on the primer/template combination and ratios, amplified 
products range from less than 10 to over a hundred. In this way, a spectrum of 
products characteristic for each template and primer combination is typically 
obtained and these can be adequately resolved and visualized using polyacralamide 
gel electrophoresis and silver staining. Agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium 
bromide staining is also often used, but detect only the major fragments. 
RAPD makers have the advantage that they can be obtained at a reasonable 
cost and will generally amplify a range of fragments of most DNA and show 
polymorphism. Certain primers will produce unrelated patterns between unrelated 
animals and identical ones for very closely related animals. Presumably primer 
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sites are randomly distributed along the target genome, and flank both conserved 
and highly variable regions. Wide variation in band intensity can be shown to be 
reproducible between experiments, which could be the result of multiple copies of 
the amplified regions in the template or the efficiency which particular regions are 
amplified. The polymorphic bands obtained from a RAPD can also be cloned for 
further analysis. A major disadvantage is that the RAPD primers are very sensitive 
to PCR conditions and lead to poor reproducibility (Dodgson et al., 1997). 
In United Arab Emerate Shereif and Alhadrami, (1996) find that a 
reproducible polymorphisms were generated by Random Amplified Polymorphic 
DNA (RAPD) technique in the racing camels in UAE. Seven random 10-mers 
primers were used to assay polymorphisms. Different RAPD fragment patterns 
were observed for different primers used. The application of the method may prove 
to be invaluable in the study of genetic variation in the racing camel. 
In India (Mehta et al., 2006) found that RAPD-PCR showed enough genetic 
variation between and within dromedary breeds. Reproducible polymorphic bands 
with varying frequencies among the three breeds of camel were obtained with five 
primers. Some DNA bands exhibited probable specificity for Jaisalmeri breed. 
Where as some other bands were observed to be of use in distinguishing the camel 
breeds. The maximum genetic variability was found in Bikaneri breed. Close 
genetic relationship between Bikaneri & Kachchhi breed was also observed.  
In Suadi Arabia (Abdulaziz M. Al-Swailem et al., 2007) found that there 
was a closer relationship in camels between Beedh A and B; Magaheem A and B; 
and Magateer B and Beedh A and B. Magateer A are the least related to the other 
subtypes. The intra-specific analysis of the RAPD patterns showed a rich 
polymorphism in the heterogeneous subtypes of Magateer B, which is in 
concordance with the variability observed with other phenotypic markers. On the 
contrary, the other subtypes of Magateer A, Magaheem A and B, and Beedh A and 
B exhibit a homogeneous pattern indicative of a very low level of DNA 
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polymorphism, which is congruent with the reduced variability found in these 
subtypes with other molecular markers. 
The genetic distances between the three Indian breeds was estimated using 
the allele frequency at 15 polymorphic microsatellite loci in the three breeds using 
PHYLIP 3.6 software. The consensus arrived from observed data indicated close 
phylogenetic relationship between the dromedary breeds. 
        Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP):  
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) is a DNA fingerprinting 
technique that is based on detection of DNA fragments, subjected to restriction 
enzymes, followed by selective PCR amplification. The DNA is cut with two 
restriction enzymes and double stranded adapters are then ligated to the ends of the 
DNA fragments to generate the template for PCR. The specific adapter ligated the 
DNA fragment, determines the sequence of AFLP primers. These primers are thus 
in reality semi-arbitrary and the assay determines the distribution of DNA 
restriction sites throughout the genomes in question by DNA amplification. AFLP 
procedures can be manipulated to suit specific applications through the selection of 
the restriction enzymes and the design of the primers. Typically a rare-cutter and 
frequent-cutter restriction enzyme is combined to ensure the generation of small 
fragments (frequent-cutter) but to limit the number of fragments (rare-cutter) at the 
same time. PCR primers can be designed to have no selective bases on the 3`ends 
if the targeted templates are simple elements such as plasmids or bacterial artificial 
chromosomes. As in other techniques for fingerprinting, fragments are separated 
and analyzed using gel electrophoresis. The AFLP technique can be performed at a 
reasonable cost, has the advantage of a higher reproducibility than RAPD, and has 
been used extensively in plant genome mapping (Vos et al., 1995). More recently 
this technique has also begun to find application in genetic studies of livestock 
with successes reported for example in cattle and chickens (Nijman et al., 1999; 
Herbergs et al., 1999).  
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Compared to RAPD, higher marker densities are achieved with AFLP and 
the stringency of the PCR step is also much higher in the AFLP strategy, although 
manipulation of band sizes and numbers is still possible. Also AFLP results are 
highly reproducible and reliable. Development costs are low, but running costs are 
higher than RAPD analysis (1.5 – 2 times the cost of RAPD/sample). Being 
slightly more technical, the levels of skills required are also higher than those 
required for RAPD analysis and in addition, DNA preparations need to be of 
particularly high quality and purity to ensure restriction enzyme digestion. 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP):  
SNP or also referred to as “snip” can be described as a variation in the DNA 
sequence, which occurs when a single nucleotide is altered. SNPs are bi-allelic 
markers, indicating a specific polymorphism in two alleles only of a population. 
SNP`s are also found in both coding and non-coding regions of the genome 
(Stoneking, 2001). SNPs in coding regions can be directly associated with protein 
function and as the inheritance pattern is more stable, they are more suitable 
markers for selection over time (Beuzen et al., 2000). Most RFLP and AFLP 
markers are also the result of a SNP in a restriction enzyme recognition site, which 
confirms the importance of SNP markers. 
Application of Genetic Markers:  
DNA markers have potential application over broad field in animal breeding 
and genetics. It has direct practical application for animal breeders e.g. parentage 
and paternity verifications, individual identification and controls certain genetic 
disorders. A very exciting and fast developing of application of genetic markers is 
in the mapping of the various animal genomes. Conservation also uses various 
genetic markers in evolutionary and genetic biodiversity studies. 
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Genome Mapping:  
Livestock genome mapping is a complex and time consuming effort, but once 
completed holds promise for finding functional genes, Quantitative Trait Loci 
(QTL) and genes associated with disease resistance. The first genetic linkage map 
was constructed for chickens (Bumstead & Playga, 1992), followed by mapping of 
cattle, pig and sheep genomes. Research laboratories worldwide are involved in the 
various livestock genome projects.  
A further important aspect of genome mapping is the comparison of maps of 
different species. Comparative mapping are in process between humans and 
various animal species (Dodgdson & cheng, 1999; Hayes et al, 2002). A total of 
154 autosomal conserved segments have been identified between chicken and 
human, which may be very useful in human genetic and disease studies (Schmid et 
al., 2000). The research group under leadership of J E Womack is involved in 
comparative mapping of the bovine, relative to humans and mice. Comparative 
mapping between pig chromosome 4 and human chromosome 1 is underway, 
searching for a QTL associated with fatness and growth, which may result in 
narrowing the QTL interval (Berg et al., 2002). Comparative mapping has several 
potential advantages, firstly identification of conserved regions between species, 
secondly it contributes to the search for QTL and also provide valuable 
information for gene expression studies. 
Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL):                
Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) referred to as loci affecting quantitative traits. In 
farm animals most of the performance observed in traits of economic importance 
are the result of quantitative variation, which emphasizes the interest in finding 
these QTL`s. Inoerder to identify a QTL for a specific trait, many animals have to 
be genotyped for a larger number of markers on different chromosomes. 
Phenotypic data for the trait is also required. By means of statistical analysis 
genetic and phenotypic data are combined and it is possible to find the most likely 
location on the chromosome responsible for the specific trait. In many cases a 
candidate loci approach is followed in the search for QTL instead of a whole 
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genome scan (Walsh, 2001). The identification and confirmation of QTL are not 
only a relatively complex and time-consuming process, but also rather costly and is 
commercial application thereof often an aim of these projects.  
In order for breeding to apply Marker Assisted Selection (MAS), QTL must 
be confirmed and tested. MAS could also find application, where major gene are 
involved and with traits with low heritability (Davis & Denise, 1998; Dentine, 
1999). MAS programs usually require three steps namely, the identification of the 
QTL for the traits, evaluation of the QTL where the markers are tested in a target 
populations and finally implementation, where the animals can be genotyped and 
genetic and phenotypic information be combined to predict genetic merit (Davis & 
Denise, 1998). 
QTL for several traits in beef cattle have been researched. Some of these 
traits already have been assigned to specific chromosomes, while others are still in 
the process of being confirmed. In beef cattle, meat quality have to date received 
much of the attention in the search of QTL. The calpastatin gene associated with 
beef tenderness, has initially been identified as a candidate gene for MAS 
(Marshall, 1999). A diagnostic test, gene STAR® for a major gene for marbling in 
beef cattle has been involved, and is commercially available in the USA, Australia 
and Southern Africa (Nicol & Genetic Solution. 2001). The test indicates if the 
animal has the favorable genotype with either one desirable allele (1-STAR) or two 
desirable alleles (2-STAR). 
In dairy cattle the loci responsible for milk production, and protein and fat 
content have also received considerable attention. Initially, milk and protein 
quality were linked to chromosome 21 (Vaiman, 1999), which led to further work 
and the discovery of five possible regions associated with milk and protein yield, 
fat yield and protein percentage and milk yield, fat and protein yield, fat yield and 
protein percentage on chromosomes 1, 6, 9, 10 and 20 respectively (Vaiman, 
1999). Potential QTL for fat percentage and yield and protein percentage were 
recently reported for chromosome 3 and 6 respectively (Ashwell et al, 2002; 
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Nielsen et al, 2002). Conformational type traits, associated with dairy and milk 
yield have been found on chromosome 27 (Ashwell et al, 1998). 
As growth and disease are of economic importance for poultry breeders, 
these traits have been emphasized in the search of QTL. Kaam et al (1998) tested 
368 markers, scanning the whole chicken genome in their search for QTL affecting 
body weight in the chicken and identified chromosome 1 as the most likely 
position. Further work on mapping QTL for growth and fatness on chickens are 
underway (Jacobsson et al, 2002). The HMGI-C gene has also been identified as a  
candidate gene for adwarf locus or autosomal dwarf gene in the chicken, which is 
of importance in the broiler breeding stock programs (Ruyter-Spira et al, 1998). 
There is a number of mapping projects underway searching for QTL in pigs. 
Traits affecting reproduction such as age at puberty, ovulation rate and testicular 
size, and growth and carcass traits are included in the various projects (Rohrer & 
Keele, 1998a & 1998b; Wang et al, 1998). 
Biodiversity Studies:            
It is inevitable that selection, inbreeding and various crossbreeding systems may 
lead to the loss of genetic variation within breeds and that the breed itself may 
become extinct. For this reason, the scientific community identified the need for 
conservation of livestock resources. During 1992 the Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO) launched a program for Global Management of Farm Animal 
Genetic Resources, with the main objective being to stimulate conservation 
activities and create an awareness of possible losses of genetic resources on an 
international basis (Scherf, 1995; Gandini & Oldenbroek, 1999). A program was 
launched for all the different farm species requiring genetic characterization with 
DNA markers. Genetic markers such as DAF`s, RAPD and microsatellites have 
been used in studying genetic variability in cattle, goat, chickens, pigs, swine and 
horses (MacHugh et al., 1998; Buchanan et al., 1994; Vanhala et al., 1998; Van 
Zeveren et al., 1995; Kruger et al., 2002). Genetic variability within and among 
populations is often of importance may contribute to selection and preservation of 
genetic resources.  
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DNA Sequencing: 
The process of determining the order of nucleotides (A, C, G, and T) along a 
DNA strand is called DNA sequencing. Knowing the nucleotide sequence of a 
gene or region of DNA is important in studying relatedness between species and 
between individuals and for a better understanding of how genes function. Several 
techniques have been developed for “reading” the sequence of any particular DNA 
segment. One of these techniques was developed by Fred Sanger in 1977 and is 
called the chain termination method or Sanger method. The essence of the 
technique is the creation of a set of DNA fragments that match the chain to be 
sequenced. Each fragment is one nucleotide longer than the last. By determining 
the identity of the final nucleotide in each fragment, the sequence of the whole 
chain can be determined. The chain termination method makes use of special forms 
of the four nucleotides that, when incorporated at the end of a growing chain 
during DNA synthesis, stop (terminate) further chain growth. In four separate 
reactions, each containing a different terminator base (called a dideoxynucleotide); 
a collection of single-stranded fragments is made. These fragments all differ in 
length and all end in the dideoxynucleotide added to the particular reaction. Gel 
electrophoresis is then used to separate the fragments according to their length. By 
knowing which terminator base is associated with which fragment on the gel, the 
base sequence can be constructed. 
Cytogenetics and Biochemical Polymorphism: 
The chromosome complement of camel comprised of 74 chromosomes 
(2n=74) of which 25 pairs are sub acrocentric, 5 pairs are sub metacentric and 6 
pairs are true acrocentric.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Studied Camel Types and Subtypes, Distribution and Movement: 
Kenani (Rufaee) Arabi sub-type:  
This sub-type is more distinguishable than other sub-type because it has a long 
neck and a black condensed hair on the hump, throat, ear and brow, the dominant 
colour is the dark brown. They are found mainly in Kenana and Butana regions. 
Their movement is between Arrahad scheme and Addindir River to Alsubagh in 
Albutana, They take Massar (specific way for movement) Al Gelaaie (Addarb 
Alaswad) in north to Alsubagh in Albutana region where they spend the rainy 
season, and south to their residence in Kenana region, that is through Beia, Balouse 
and Baidaa, and some times Bassoraa in Ethiopia. This sub-type is owned by 
Kenana, Rufaa and Arakaein tribes. Some of Kenana tribe that raise this sub-type 
are: (Awlad Gallis, Abu Khamseen, Barakatt, Awlad Holly, Wad Al Reem, Awlad 
Younis, Eial Al Zaki and Sourab), and also raised by Rufaa, Arakeen and some 
other tribe in the Butana region mainly between Blue Nile and Arrahad River 
(Abbas et al. , 1992). (Figure 1 a & b). 
Lahawi Arabi sub-type: 
Like all Arab types, but it is brighter in colour (Ahaw) means the lion colour. They 
exploit Massar Ghabtt Alfeel from Abu Delaig, Gaily and Alsubagh in Albutana 
region where they spend Autumn to around Atbara River and Setait River where 
they spend Summer season that’s through  Kassamour mountain, Karkoura, Um 
Gargour, Almagataa, Alshowak, Tamargo and Wad Alhelaw. That’s also true for 
some of kenana tribes, Shukria and Rashaida. Some of Lahawi tribe that raises this 
sub-type are: (Aiadab, Maageed, Dowaih, Wad Alhadi, Awlad Sowar and 
Gawamis) (Figure 2). 
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 Bani Aamir Arabi (Dahaseery) sub-type:  
This type is from the Eritrean hill region, some of them show the classical 
conformation of the head and neck seen in the Beja camels. Bisharian bulls are in 
demand as sires (Gillespie, 1962).  Gillespie described it by the flat structure of the 
head bones, and paralysis of the lower lip, the Camel fancier (unrelieved ugliness), 
and some of them suitable for riding. Their movement is limited in the borderlands 
of Eritrea and Sudan. Some of Bani Aamir tribe that raises this sub-type are: 
(Ashraff, Habab, Bait Maala, Hamaseen, Almaada, Afflanda and Naptab).  (Figure 
3). 
Arakaeen Arabi sub-type: Albutana region camels. (Figure 4) 
Shanabla Arabi sub-type:  
South Kordoufan camels, their movement between Sowdry and Talowdi and 
Errahad Abu Dakana, Some of Shanabla tribe that raise this sub-type are:  (Abu 
Omair, Sebaihat, Hawal, Awlad Khashoon, Awlad Haddad, Awlad Nasir, 
Ambareesh, Awamra, Gekhaisatt, Haddad and Khashoon). (Figure 5). 
Kawahla Arabi sub-type:   
Kordufan camels, some of Kawahla tribe that raises this sub-type are: (Muradi, 
Ababda, and Baragna), (Figure 6). 
Hawawir Arabi sub-type:  
Kordufan camels, some of Hawawir tribe that raises this sub-type are: (Habassab, 
Gubbab, Rubbab, Guttab and Hararin), (Figure 7). 
Gemei Arabi sub-type:  North Kordufan camels. 
Dar Hamid Arabi sub-type:  
Kordufan camels, some of Dar Hamid tribe that raises this sub-type is: 
(Nawahia, Maganin, Demairatt Abdu, Albasheri, Um Saadoun, Tenni, Um 
Kraidem and Nesairatt). (Figure 8). 
Bani Garrar Arabi sub-type:  Kordufan camels. 
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(Figure 1a): Arabi Kinani Sub-type (Awlad Gallis). Showak Market. 
 
 
(Figure 1 b): Arabi Kinani Sub-type (Awlad Gallis), Showak Market. 
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(Figure 2): Arabi, Lahawi Sub-type. Alshareif Hassb Alla, Atbara River, Showak  
 
 
(Figure 3): Arabi Bani Aamir (Dahaseery) Sub-type. Kassala - Eastern Sudan. 
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(Figure 4): Arabi Arakaeen Sub-type. Showak Market. 
 
 
(Figure 5): Arabi Shanabla Sub-type, Saisaban, South Kordufan 
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(Figure 6): Arabi Kawahla Sub-type, Alkhowai, West Kordufan. 
 
 
(Figure 7): Arabi Hawawer Sub-type, Almowailih, Um Durman. 
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(Figure 8): Arabi Dar hamid Sub type, Almowailih, Um Durman. 
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Kababish Arabi sub-type:  
North Kordufan camels, some of Kababish tribe that raises this sub-type are: 
(Rebaigat, Sarragab, Awlad Ogbba and Awlad Ataweia). (Figure 9). 
Hamar Arabi sub-type: West Kordufan camels.   
Maidoub Arabi sub-type:  
Dar Fur camels (Al Malha – Geriott), as Gellisbe stated in 1962 this type is 
suitable for ridding purpose. (Figure 10). 
Rezaigat (Nialawi) (Um Gallol) Arabi sub-type:  
Dar Fur camels, like all Arabi type has a hair on shoulder and hump, which 
removed spontaneously during rainy season and grows again during winter or 
according to the camel nutrition condition. (Figure 11). 
Zaghawa Arabi sub-type: Dar Fur camels.  
Zayadya Arabi sub-type: Dar Fur camel. 
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(Figure 9): Arabi Kabashi Sub-type, Almowailih, Um Durman 
 
 
(Figure 10): Arabi Maidoub Sub-type, Almowailih, Um Durman 
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(Figure 11): Arabi Rezaigat (Nialawi) (Um Gallol) sub-type, Dar Fur – Tumbool. 
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The Rashaida (Sawahli, Deaily) Type: 
They are found between Toker and Kassala to Karran, and can also be 
grazing east of Atbara River towards Kassala in rainy season, and in Karkoura, Um 
Gargour and around Alshowak. And some of them are darker they are called 
Souda (Figure 12 b). It is slightly shorter than Arab camels. Rashaida tribes named 
it by Deaily (Figure 12 a). Know for its gaining weight from a poor source of diet, 
and then they lose it slowly. Some of Rashaida tribe that raises this sub-type is: 
Baraasa (Galadeen, Du Amrei, and Marazeg), Baraateikh and Zenaimat. 
The Annafi (Shukri, Juhani) Type: 
This type owned by Shukria, Lahawin, Batahin, Nurab and Dhapaina. When 
all tribes especially in the east talk about Annafi camel they mentioned Degaim 
tribe as the main owners, but now they have no Annafi camel. Their movement 
between Errahad River and Albutana region in the schemes and around Kassala 
and Gedarif State, (Figure 13 a & b). 
 The Bishari (The Red Sea Hills”Beja”) Types: 
Most of them move in the rainy season in July from Atbara River to Kassala 
(Tokolopab and Shalaloub Mountain, Kawataib) they spend the Winter rainy 
season (October –January) in Egyptian and Eritrean borderland in Shalateen, 
Halaib; some of them spend it in Alsuboot (region free of houses) region south to 
Algash River. During the Summer season (February-June) some of Hadendwa 
spend it in Soutriba, Klanayaib, Saloum, Eairakwan near red sea mountains, and 
also in Khor Oko, others spend it in Alback region (about 135 km East Atbara). 
This type can be divided according to the location and tribal ownership to: 
Shallagyai Bishari sub-type:  
 The coasts Bisharian camels graze the Adlib (Suaeda Fruticosa Forsk), the 
most desired herpes for camel any where is Alsiha herps (Blepharis Edulis. Pers), 
Bagheil herps (Blepharis Linariacfolia.Pers) and a little from Hamadib (Indigofera 
Arenaria). Shallagyai is white in color and the bigger one between Bisharian 
camel subtypes. Milk production is higher compared to Aririt, Shallagyai 
produced 7-8 kg, and 18-21 kg of daily milk during the rainy season 
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(Figure 12 a): Rashaida Type Deaily Sub – type, Karkoura, Butana Region. 
 
 
(Figure 12 b): Rashaida Type, Souda Sub – type, Showak Market. 
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(Figure 13 a): Annafi Type, Um Gargour, Butana Region. 
 
 
(Figure 13 b): Annafi Type, Um Gargour, Butana Region.. 
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(Hjort and Dahl, 1991). The main owners are the Hadendwa (Bashkwab, Bisharab, 
Samarai, Shabodainab, Gouarhabab, Demailab, Oud, Balolab, Haddlab, Algeni, 
Baiodab, Houkolab, Kelitab, Bamadiab, Aaliab and Awanieneb), they are owned 
also by Amarar. Shallagyai means the wide yard by the Hadendwa language. 
Shallagyai is the famous one in Bisharian types, (Figure 14). 
Magchatt Bishari sub-type: 
Found around Sinkkat, Khour Baraka. Khour Arbaat, Khour Langeb and 
Khour Aamor, they depend mainly on Arack tree (Salvadora Persica Linn), as 
food resample to Kaatyai. It has a whight colour, small, fast camel, this type is 
able to withstand short of water and able to drink the salty water, and has a good 
milk and meat taste. It is a Hadendwa camel.   
Aririt Bishari sub-type: 
  Red colour, smaller than Shallagyai, graze in Alatmour desert between the 
red sea mountains and the red sea. Graze Tabbas (Lasiurus Hirsutus Boiss), grasses 
and trees like Tondop (Capparis Decidua) and Salam (Acacia Ehrenbergiana), in 
Soutriba Mountain where there is a source of dominant salty water (saraff) that run 
till it reach Mouke Vally. The main owner is the Hadendwa (Bashkwab, Bisharab, 
Samarar, Gouarhabab, Demailab, Oud, Balolab, Haddlab, Algeni, Baiodab, 
Houkolab, Kelitab, Bamadiab, Aaliab and Awanieneb), owned also by Amarar. 
Aririt means the red colour by the Hadendwa langauge. Other sub types for Aririt 
are Kaatyai, Barakawi, Langabi and Haiadoui, (Figure 15). 
Kaatyai Bishari sub-type: 
On the red sea mountain especially Klanayaib mountain near Salloum, they 
feed on Salam (Acacia Ehrenbergiana), Sidr (Zizyphus Spina-Christi) and Hegleig 
(Balanites Aegyptiaca). Camels are very small and their feet are hard as rocks 
(Gillespie, 1962), the more distinguishable point is a short black hair in the 
coronet. Owned mainly by Amarar this is why named as Amarar type (Gillespie in 
1992). This type found mainly around Gouapp, Vally near Addarweb (Arfowab, 
Atman, Nurab, Kurbab, Hamdab, Abd Alrahmanab, Abd Alrehaimab,  
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(Figure 14): Bishari Type, Shallagyai Sub – type, Airakwan, Port – Sudan. 
 
 
(Figure 15): Bishari Type, Aririt Sub – type, Kassala. 
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Selaiman and Salmab). Kaatyai term refer to eclectic browsing and eating habits. 
Haiadoui Bishari sub-type:  
Owned by Aamrab in Khelaiwa region and Alzahatiab, about 125 km east 
Atbara. These sub types of Bisharian camels is smaller and known by measuring 
the earth, that’s due to its pace and galloping manner, (Figure 16). 
Amirab Bishari sub-type:  
Bisharian camels, small light camel and always with a cloven ears, found 
between Aldamer, Atbara, Barbar and Red Sea State, (Figure 17). 
Bagalagack Bishari sub-type:  
 Owned by Kropp Aaliab which means by their langauge the tall sub type 
with cloven ears. 
Gambeiai Bishari sub-type:  
 Owned by Aaliab in Alback region near Ougreen about 120 easts Atbara. 
Samalawi Bishari sub-type: Also good riding camels, owned by Aaliab. 
Allaat kaam Bishari sub-type:  The slower one, owned by Amirab. 
Samalawi Bishari sub-type: Also good riding camels, owned by Aaliab. 
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(Figure 16): Bishari Type, Haiadoui Sub – type. Barber (River Nile State).  
 
 
(Figure 17): Bishari Type, Amirap Sub – type, Airakwan, Port – Sudan. 
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Hybrid Camels: 
It is a majestic type (Gillespie in 1962), and now this type takes its own line 
on breeding:   
Asshab:  
Hybrid of Annafi and Arabi types, this hybrid distributed between tribes that exist 
mainly in eastern Sudan, Albutana regeios, Kassala and Gedarif State, and also 
found in Kordofan and Darfur, (Figure 18). 
Klaiywau:  
Owned by Aalaib gandatt in Abu Namil region, it is also found in Khour Oko. This 
type and hybrid of Annafi and Shallagyai (Bishhari) types, that’s to get benefit 
from Bisharian types it has a quick start in racing, and finishes the race with the 
same power that it started, (Figure 19). 
Banagir:  
The all thought that it’s a hybrid between Annafi and Amirab (Bishari). This cross 
type bred by Hamdorab Bisharin on the coastal plain and Khors south and west of 
Halaib and Eddamer, Atbara and Barber, (Figure 20). 
Western Camel Types Movement: 
Generally Western tribes move from where they spend the rainy season in 
Hamrat Alshaikh, Um Unduraba, Alsaial, Almazroub and Umbadir in Northern 
Kordufan, and Almalha, Kutom and Maleet in Northern Darfur to where they 
spend the summer season in the South in Alobaid, Errahad, Elkhowai and 
Elnohoud in Kordufan, Neiala and Aldeain in Darfur, then they return home at the 
beginning of rainy season. In November they begin to go to spend the winter in 
northeast of the country in Wady Hour, Wady Almugadam and Aljezo region. 
From Umdurman to north Kordufan in Sodri, Um Froua, Abu Ziegaima, Um Badir 
and Um Guzein in the borderland between Kordufan and Darfur State, and then to 
Komat Alzaiadia and Al Fashir in Darfur. To Egypt they go first to Dungla 
(previously to Hafir Mashu), where they have documents to their animals to get 
path, and walk beside the River Nile till enter Egypt (Figure - map 23). 
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(Figure 18): Asshab, Hybrid Type – Showak Market. 
 
 
(Figure 19): Klaiwaw, Hybrid Type – (River Nile State). 
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(Figure 20): Banagir, Hybrid Type – (River Nile State). 
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(Figure - map 23): Sudan Map Showing Nomads Movement. 
 collection Points. 
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(Figure 21): Somali Camel Type (Arhou).  
 
 
 
(Figure 22a): Chad Camel Type [Spotted Camel (Abragg)] owned by Kennin tripe).  
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(Figure 22 b): Chad Camel Type [Spotted Camel (Abragg)] owned by Kennin tripe), showing 
the gray bright eyes. 
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Samples Collection:   
Blood samples were collected from 5 camels (4.5ml vaccutainer + Ca+-
EDTA) of each camel types and subtypes, from almost all over the country, by 
visiting regions 1 – 3 times according to the nomads seasonal movement, cross 
types and mutant individuals were avoided,. Number of types and subtypes were 
18 Sudanese, one Somali camel type (Arhou), and one Chad camel type [Spotted 
camel (Abragg) which is owned by kennin tribe]. 
The regions of Sampling and visits were Kordofan State, Gedarif State, 
Kassala State, Red Sea State, Butana Region, Gazera State and River Nile State 
(Figure - map 23).  
Isolation and Evaluation of Genomic DNA from Whole Blood: 
Genomic DNA extraction and purification and evaluation were done in the 
Commission of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology Institute laboratory, 
National Centre for Research, ministry of Science and Technology. 
Spectrophotometer for the genomic DNA concentration and optimization of RAPD 
technique was done in the Virology lab, Department of Microbiology, Faculty of 
Veterinary Medicine, University of Khartoum, and in the Molecular Biology Unit, 
Department of Microbiology, Central Laboratory (Suba), Ministry of Science and 
Technology where the final RAPD results was obtained.   
Genomic DNA was presence extracted according to Promega protocols and 
applications guide of genomic DNA purification kit. 
For existence and purity by using gel electrophoresis, genomic DNA was 
examined in 0.8% agarose dissolved in TBE buffer (0.089M Tris-Base, 0.089M 
Boric Acid and 0.002M EDTA at pH 8.0 by pH Meter) and then stained with 
ethidium bromide 0.5 µg/ml and the we mix the DNA with the loading dye (50% 
glycerol, 0.05% BromoPhenol Blue and 10M EDTA) that was at 120 V and 30 
AM for 60 minute then visualized by gel documentation system. 
 DNA concentration and purity was determined by UV – spectrophtometer 
(Generay – UV – Photometer, Biometra), by diluting the DNA (1:9) in TE buffer, 
and the wave length at 260, DNA concentration of sample ranged between 0.045 – 
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0.189 µg/ul. Then the purity was checked by reading at the wave length 280 and 
gets the ratio 260/280, and it must be between 1.8 – 2, if the ratio is more than two 
means there is an RNA contamination, and if it is less than 1.8 means there is a 
protien contamination. 
RAPD - DNA Molecular Marker: 
Molecular markers are playing a major role in genetic characterization, 
identification and variation in genomic DNA. A number of techniques of classical 
finger printing have been particularly usefull for genetic analysis. RAPD molecular 
marker technique was used to detect polymorphism at the DNA based on 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR).  
RAPD is also known as Arbitrary Primed PCR (AP-PCR), or as a DNA 
Amplification Fingerprinting Technique (DAF). This technique is based on the use 
of short arbitrary primer in a PCR reaction and can be used to produce relatively 
detailed and complex DNA profiles for detecting amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms between and within individuals. Ten short oligonucleotide (10bp) 
(CPBT2, CPBCS, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25) were used (Table 2), where 
CPBT2 and CPBCS were specific camel primers. The product resolved and 
visualized using agarose gel electrophoresis stained with ethidium bromide.     
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (Biometra) was performed using 10 
random primers (Table 2) by using Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA 
(RAPD) techniques. All the DNA bands were visualized and the size was 
estimated using agarose gel electrophoresis stained with ethidium bromide and a 
100bp DNA marker. 
 Because of the sensitivity of PCR care must be taken to avoid contamination 
of the reaction with extraneous DNA. The PCR condition based on Williams et al, 
1990 original method with modifications to each 10 primers, the final total volume 
25µl (Table 3), for 45 cycles. 
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PCR Reaction Components were Buffer (containing MgCl2), Template 
DNA, primers that flank the fragment of DNA to be amplified, dNTPs and Taq 
DNA polymerase. 
Preparation of PCR Reaction: 
 Polymearse chain reaction is an in vitro technique which allows the 
amplification of a specific DNA region that lies between regions of known DNA 
sequence. 
 PCR is used to amplify a sequence of DNA using oligonucleotide primers 
that coplementary to one end of the DNA target sequence. This process has 
become an essential tool in molecular biology as an aid to cloning and gene 
analysis. 
 Reactions were carried out in a volume of 25µl contaning 10x PCR buffer, 
25 ng (1 - 2µl) of genomic DNA as a template, 5 – 500 pmoles (5µl) of primer (the 
high concentration was due to the long period of storage), 50mM (2µl) of dNTPs, 
2.5mM (2µl) of MgCl2 and 1 unit (0.2µl) of Taq DNA polymerase (Table 3). 
An important consideration in the preparation of the DNA pools was the 
inclusion of both males and females of several animals from each group, to 
identify markers that were polymorphic among all individuals of the camel type 
(Cargill et al., 1995) this pooling scheme prevent the identification of sex – 
specific polymorphism and decreased the likehood that individual specific 
polymorphism would be detected while screening the DNA pools. 
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 (Table 2): RAPD Primer Sequence (10 bp) used to Detect Polymorphisms: 
 
No Primers Sequence 5´ - 3´ 
1 CPBT2 GTCCACACGG             (Bioneer)        
2 CPBCs CCTTGACGCA             (Bioneer)         
3 18 GGCACTGAGG          (Invetrogen) 
4 19 CGCTGTCGCG          (Invetrogen) 
5 20 AGTCCTCGCC          (Invetrogen) 
6 21 TGGTGGACCA          (Invetrogen) 
7 22 GAATGCGACG          (Invetrogen) 
8 23 ATGACGTTGG          (Invetrogen) 
9 24 CTGAGGAGTG          (Invetrogen) 
10 25 GGGCTAGGGT          (Invetrogen) 
 
 
(Table 3): RAPD-PCR Components Protocol: 
 
Primer 10x PCR 
Buffer/µl 
MgCl2 
2.5mM 
dNTPs 
50mM 
Primer/pmole Template 
/µl 
Taq /unit Deionized 
Distilled 
H2O   
CPBT2 
18 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2.5µl 
2.5µl 
2.5µl 
2.5µl 
2.5µl 
2.5µl 
2µl 
2µl 
1.5µl 
1.5µl 
1.5µl 
1.5µl 
1µl 
1µl 
0.5µl
0.5µl
0.5µl
0.5µl 
5µl /5 
5µl/250 
5µl/500 
5µl/500 
5µl/250 
2.5µl/25 
1µl 
1µl 
2µl 
2µl 
2µl 
2µl 
0.2µl /1 
0.3µl/1.
5 
0.2µl /1 
0.2µl /1 
0.2µl /1 
0.2µl /1 
13.3 
13.2 
13.3 
13.3 
13.3 
15.8 
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  PCR Program: 
 Amplification of DNA was carried out for 45 cycles as follows: 
 
• 94º C - 2 min 
• 37º - 40º C - 1 min 
• 72º C – 2min 
•  94º C – 30 sec 
• 37º - 40º C - 1 min 
• 72º C – 2min 
• 72º C – 10 min as a final extension. 
• 4º C – 24 hours 
 
(Table 4): RAPD-PCR Condition: 
                      1 Cycle                                      44 Cycle 
 
Primer Melting ċ 
2 min 
Priming ċ 
1 min 
Extension ċ
2 min 
Melting ċ
30 sec 
Priming ċ
1 min 
Extension ċ 
2 min 
Final 
Extension 
10 min  
CPBT2 
18 
22 
23 
24 
25 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
37 
37 
40 
40 
40 
37 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
37 
37 
40 
40 
40 
37 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1cycle 
 
 
 
 
44 cycles 
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Data Scoring and Analysis: 
 
Similarity Index or the Genetic Similarity (S) and Genetic Distance (GD) 
were calculated by visually scoring for absence or presence of bands for all 
gentotypes, and in accordance to polymorphic and monomorphic fragments using 
Nei’s and Li’s coefficients (Nei & Li, 1979): 
 
Sxy = 2 Sxy / Sx + Sy 
Where Sxy is the number of shared fragments between individuals x and y.  Genetic 
Distance (GD) was calculated: 
 GD = 1 – Sxy 
Clustering for the result based on similarity index obtained with Unweighted 
Pair Group Method of Arithmetic Average (UPGMA; Rohlf, 1990), the 
relationship and association between types and subtypes were visualized as a 
dendrogram. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS  
 
Ten random primers were used to detect the polymorphisms in 18 Sudanese 
camel types, subtypes and 2 African types (mentioned in chapter two), primers No. 
18, 22, 23, 24, 25, and the specific primer CPBT2 successfully scored polymorphic 
markers for camel types under the study.  
Genetic similarity and genetic distance were calculated among the different 
camel types where the highest values of genetic similarity mean that lowest 
polymorphism was observed in the primers CPBT2 and No 18, while the lowest 
genetic similarity means highest polymorphism observed in the primers No 22, 23, 
24 and 25 (Table 2). 
A varying number of scored bands were amplified from the twenty types of 
camels. The average number of bands and the degree of polymorphism differed 
significantly with different primers as well as with camel types.  
The analysis of RAPD patterns for camel types and subtypes identification is 
not considering the intense bands that could be a result of multiple copies of the 
amplified regions of the template or the efficiency with which particular regions 
were amplified.  
Primer CPBT2: 
The results of this primer indicated that DNA fragment (bands) ranged 
between 0-5 fragments in different sizes, the bands sizes ranged between 300 -
1750 bp (Figure 24). Genetic similarity between the twenty camel types ranged 
between 0 - 1 (Table 5) and (Figure 26). 
From another side this primer (CPBT2) did not amplify any polymorphic bands 
with: 
* Nialawi (Um Gallol) and [Shanabla (Abu Omair), Hawaweer (Habasap), 
Lahawi (Aiadap), Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-
Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen)]. 
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* Shanabla (Abu Omair) and [Hawaweer (Habasap), Lahawi (Aiadap), 
Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) 
and Kinani (Abu Khamseen)]. 
* Maidoub and [Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani 
(Awlad Gallis) Bishari-Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Hawaweer (Habasap) and [Lahawi (Aiadap), Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, 
Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
* Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and [Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani (Awlad 
Gallis) and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Lahawi (Aiadap) and [Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), 
Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen)]. 
* Rashaida (Deaily) and [Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt 
(Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen)]. 
* Annafi and [Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen)]. 
* Bani Aamir (Naptap) and [Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
* Bishari -Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani (Awlad Gallis) Bishari-Shallagyai 
and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Kinani (Awlad Gallis) and [Bishari – Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]  
* Bishari-Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
 
Genetic similarity was 0.89 between: 
* Nialawi (Um Gallol) and [Maidoub, Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Somali 
(Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani (Awlad Gallis), Bishari- 
Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
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* Shanabla (Abu Omair) and [Maidoub, Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Somali 
(Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani (Awlad Gallis), Bishari- 
Shallagyai, Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Maidoub and [Hawaweer (Habasap), Lahawi (Aiadap), Rashaida (Deaily), 
Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
* Hawaweer (Habasap) and [Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Somali, Kinani (Awlad 
Gallis), Bishari- Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and Lahawi (Aiadap), Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, 
Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
* Lahawi (Aiadap) and [Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani 
(Awlad Gallis), Bishari-Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Rashaida (Deaily) and [Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani 
(Awlad Gallis), Bishari- Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Annafi and Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), Kinani (Awlad 
Gallis), Bishari- Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Bani Aamir (Naptap) and Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap), 
Kinani (Awlad Gallis), Bishari- Shallagyai and Bishari-Amirap]. 
*Somali (Arhou) and Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
*Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap) and [Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
*Kinani (Awlad Gallis) and [Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
*Bishari- Shallagyai and [Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
*Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Bishari-Amirap 
*Bishari-Amirap and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
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Genetic similarity was 0.57 between 
* Gemei and [Nialawi (Um Gallol)), Shanabla (Abu Omair), Hawaweer 
(Habasap), Lahawi (Aiadap), Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), 
Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), Chad type (Spotted camel)  and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
The genetic similarit between Somalian type (Arhou) and all other types 
ranged between 0.89 - 0.67, 0.89 with Nialawi (Um Gallol), Shanabla (Abu 
Omair), Hawaweer (Habasap), Lahawi (Aiadap), Rashaida (Deaily), Annafi, Bani 
Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). And the 
the genetic similarity 0.67 with Gemei and Chad – kennin (Spotted) 
While the genetic similarit between Chad – kennin (Spotted) and all other 
types ranged between 0.89 - 0.00 with Kinani (Abu Khamseen) and Kabashi 
(Rebaigat) respectively and 0.57 with Gemei. 
There was no PCR product from Rebaigat type (Kabashi) using this primer. 
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(Figure 24): Shows 1.5% agarose for RAPD – PCR results (Primer CPBT2). 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) 
Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali 
(Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, 
(17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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(Figure 25): RAPD – PCR result for individual samples with Primer CPBT2. 1.5% agarose (gel 
electrophoresis). 
 
 
18 – 20; Kawahla (Muradi), 60 – 62; Annafi, 70 – 71; Somali (Arhou), 105 – 107; Bishari- 
Shallagyai and 119 – 120; Chad – kennin (Spotted), 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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(Table 5): Similarity Index (D, Nei’s and Li’s Coefficients), and Genetic Distance Using Primer CPBT2:- 
 
Similarity Index 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Distance 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), 
(8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin 
(Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
1 0.60 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1 1 1 1 0.89 1 0.89 0 0.75 0.57 1  1 
1 0.60 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1 1 1 1 0.89 1 0.89 0 0.75 0.57  0 2 
0.57 0.57 0.67 0.57 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.67 0.57 0.67 0 0.80  0.43 0.43 3 
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.86 0.75 0.86 0  0.20 0.25 0.25 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 5 
0.89 0.67 1 0.89 1 1 1 0.75 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1 0.89  0 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.11 6 
1 0.60 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1 1 1 1 0.89  0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 7 
0.89 0.67 1 0.89 1 1 1 0.75 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89  0.11 0 0 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.11 8 
1 0.80 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1 1 1  0.11 0 0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 9 
1 0.80 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1 1  0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 10 
1 0.80 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 1  0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 11 
1 0.80 0.89 1 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89  0 0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 12 
0.89 0.67 0.75 0.89 0.75 0.75 0.75  0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.25 0.11 0.25 0 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.11 13 
0.89 0.67 1 0.89 1 1  0.25 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0.11 0 0 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.11 14 
0.89 0.67 1 0.89 1  0 0.25 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0.11 0 0 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.11 15 
0.89 0.67 1 0.89  0 0 0.25 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0.11 0 0 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.11 16 
1 0.60 0.89  0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 17 
0.89 0.67  0.11 0 0 0 0.25 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0.11 0 0 0.25 0.33 0.11 0.11 18 
0.60   0.33 0.40 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.33 0.40 0.33 0 0.25 0.43 0.40 0.40 19 
 0.40 0.11 0 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.25 0.43 0 0 20 
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(Figure 26): Showing the genetic similarity range for primer CPBT2 between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels  
 
 
CPBT2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188
Series1
 
 
1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 13=1×14, 
14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 24=2×7, 
25=2×8, 26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 35=2×18, 
36=2×19, 37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 46=3×12, 
47=3×13, 48=3×14, 49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 56=4×6, 57=4×7, 
58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 67=4×17, 68=4×18, 
69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 78=5×13, 79=5×14, 
80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 89=6×10, 90=6×11, 
81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 99=6×20, 100=7×8, 
101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 108=7×17, 109=7×18, 
110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 117=8×14, 118=8×15, 
119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 124=9×10, 125=9×11, 126=9×12, 127=9×13, 
128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 1134=9×20, 135=10×11, 136=10×12, 
137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 143=10×19, 144=10×20, 
145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 151=11×18, 152=11×19, 
153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 159=12×18, 160=12×19, 
161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 167=13×19, 168=13×20, 
169=14×15, 170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 175=15×16, 176=15×17, 
177=15×18, 178=15×19, 179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 183=16×20 
184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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Primer No. 18: 
This primer produced amplicons between 0 - 8 fragments in different sizes 
that ranged between 300 - 1750 bp. (Figure 27). Genetic similarity between the 
twenty camel types ranged between 0 – 1 (Table 6) and (Figure 28). 
 
This primer did not amplify any polymorphic bands between:  
*Nialawi (Um Gallol) and [Shanabla (Abu Omair), Kawahla (Muradi), 
Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and 
Bishari-Amirab]. 
*Shanabla (Abu Omair) and [kawahla (Muradi), Annafi, Bani Aamir 
(Naptap), Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Bishari-Amirab]. 
*Gemei and [Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen)]. 
*Kawahla (Muradi) and [Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Somali (Arhou), 
Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Bishari-Amirab]. 
*Maidoup and Dar Hamid (Nawahia). 
*Hawaweer (Habasap) and [Rashaida (Deaily), Kinani (Awlad Gallis) and 
Bishari-Shallagyai]. 
*Lahawi (Aiadap) and Chad type (Spotted camel). 
*Annafi and [Bani Aamir (Naptap), Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt 
(Arfowab) and Bishari –Amirab]. 
*Bani Aamir (Naptap), and [Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and 
Bishari-Amirab]. 
*Somali (Arhou) and [Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Bishari-Amirab]. 
*Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
*Kinani (Awlad Gallis) and Bishari- Shallagyai. 
*Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
 
The result showed that genetic similarity was 0.93 between the following types: 
*Chad type (Spotted camel) and [Maidoup, Dar Hamid (Nawahia), and 
Rashaida (Deaily)]. 
*Lahawi (Aiadap) and [Maidoup and Dar Hamid (Nawahia)]. 
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And it was 0.55 between: 
* Gemei and [Maidoup and Dar Hamid (Nawahia)]. 
* Maidoup and [Bishari – Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen)]. 
* Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and [Bishari – Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
* Rashaida (Deaily) and [Bishari – Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen)]. 
But the genetic similarit between Somalian type (Arhou) and all other types 
ranged between 1 - 0.00, 1 with Nialawi (Um Gallol), Shanabla (Abu 
Omair),Kawahla (Muradi), Annafi, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) 
and Bishari-Amirap. And the the genetic similarity 0.00 with Kabashi (Rebaigat). 
While the genetic similarit between Chad – kennin (Spotted) and all other 
types ranged between 1 - 0.00, with Lahawi (Aiadap) and Kabashi (Rebaigat) 
respectively, and the 0.60 with Gemei, Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
While Kabashi type (Rebaigat) finds no PCR products with this primer. 
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(Figure 27): Shows 1.5% agarose for RAPD – PCR results (Primer No 18). 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) 
Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali 
(Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, 
(17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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(Table 6): Similarity Index (D, Nei’s and Li’s Coefficients), and Genetic Distance Using Primer No.18:- 
 
Similarity Index 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Distance 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), 
(8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin 
(Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
0.67 0.92 1 1 0.91 0.91 0.67 1 1 1 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.91 0.86 0 1 0.67 1  1 
0.67 0.92 1 1 0.91 0.91 0.67 1 1 1 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.91 0.86 0 1 0.67  0 2 
1 0.60 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.75 1 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.60 0.55 0.75 0.55 0 0.67  0.33 0.33 3 
0.67 0.92 1 1 0.91 0.91 0.67 1 1 1 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.91 0.86 0  0.33 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 5 
0.55 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.77 0.77 0.55 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.77 0.93 1 0.77  0 0.14 0.45 0.14 0.14 6 
0.75 0.83 0.91 0.91 1 1 0.75 0.91 0.91 0.91 1 0.83 0.77  0.23 0 0.09 0.25 0.09 0.09 7 
0.55 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.77 0.77 0.55 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.77 0.93  0.33 0 0 0.14 0.45 0.14 0.14 8 
0.60 1 0.92 0.92 0.83 0.83 0.60 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.83  0.07 0.17 0.07 0 0.08 0.40 0.08 0.08 9 
0.55 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.77 0.77 0.55 0.86 0.86 0.86  0.17 0.33 0 0.33 0 0.09 0.25 0.09 0.09 10 
0.67 0.92 1 1 0.91 0.91 0.67 1 1  0.14 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.14 0 0 0.33 0 0 11 
0.67 0.92 1 1 0.91 0.91 0.67 1  0 0.14 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.14 0 0 0.33 0 0 12 
0.67 0.92 1 1 0.91 0.91 0.67  0 0 0.14 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.14 0 0 0.33 0 0 13 
1 0.60 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.75  0.33 0.33 0.33 0.45 0.40 0.45 0.25 0.45 0 0.33 0 0.33 0.33 14 
0.75 0.83 0.91 0.91 1  0.25 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.33 0.17 0.33 0 0.33 0 0.09 0.25 0.09 0.09 15 
0.75 0.83 0.91 0.91  0 0.25 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.33 0.17 0.33 0 0.33 0 0.09 0.25 0.09 0.09 16 
0.67 0.92 1  0.09 0.09 0.33 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.08 0 0 0.33 0 0 17 
0.67 0.92  0 0.09 0.09 0.33 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.08 0 0 0.33 0 0 18 
0.60  0.08 0.08 0.17 0.17 0.40 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0 0.07 0.17 0.07 0 0.08 0.40 0.08 0.08 19 
 0.40 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.25 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.45 0.40 0.45 0.25 0.45 0 0.33 0 0.33 0.33 20 
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(Figure 28): Showing the genetic similarity range for primer No 18 between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels 
 
Primer No 18
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188
Series1
 
 
1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 13=1×14, 
14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 24=2×7, 
25=2×8, 26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 35=2×18, 
36=2×19, 37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 46=3×12, 
47=3×13, 48=3×14, 49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 56=4×6, 57=4×7, 
58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 67=4×17, 68=4×18, 
69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 78=5×13, 79=5×14, 
80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 89=6×10, 90=6×11, 
81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 99=6×20, 100=7×8, 
101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 108=7×17, 109=7×18, 
110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 117=8×14, 118=8×15, 
119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 124=9×10, 125=9×11, 126=9×12, 127=9×13, 
128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 1134=9×20, 135=10×11, 136=10×12, 
137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 143=10×19, 144=10×20, 
145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 151=11×18, 152=11×19, 
153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 159=12×18, 160=12×19, 
161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 167=13×19, 168=13×20, 
169=14×15, 170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 175=15×16, 176=15×17, 
177=15×18, 178=15×19, 179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 183=16×20 
184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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Primer No. 22: 
This primer produced amplicons between 3 – 11 fragments in different sizes 
that ranged between 150 - 1250 bp, (Figure 29). Genetic similarity between the 
twenty camel types ranged between 0.20 – 0.95. Genetic similarity was 0.95 
between Maidoub and Hawaweer (Habasap) and Lahawi (Aiadap). While it was 
0.20 between Chad – kennin (Spotted) and Bani Aamir (Naptap) and also bteween 
Bishari- Shallagyai and Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) (Table 7) and (Figure 30). 
The genetic similarit between Somalian type (Arhou) and other types ranged 
between 0.36 - 0.80 with Kinani (Abu Khamseen) Chad – kennin (Spotted) 
respectively. 
Also the genetic similarit between Chad – kennin (Spotted) and other types 
ranged between 0.67 - 0.20, 0.67with Kinani (Awlad Gallis) and Bishari- 
Shallagyai and 0.20 with Bani Aamir (Naptap). 
This primer gave the highest polymorphic bands between camel types under 
the study comparatively with the other six one. 
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(Figure 29): Shows 1.5% agarose for RAPD – PCR results (Primer No 22). 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) 
Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali 
(Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, 
(17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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(Table 7): Similarity Index (D, Nei’s and Li’s Coefficients), and Genetic Distance Using Primer No. 22:- 
 
Similarity Index 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Distance 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), 
(8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin 
(Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
0.78 0.44 0.57 0.62 0.75 0.67 0.75 0.57 0.77 0.80 0.86 0.80 0.63 0.80 0.75 0.71 0.83 0.86 0.77  1 
0.71 0.40 0.67 0.57 0.60 0.77 0.82 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.88 0.82 0.88 0.78 0.78 0.62 0.80  0.23 2 
0.80 0.55 0.63 0.80 0.55 0.86 0.78 0.75 0.80 0.71 0.75 0.94 0.78 0.94 0.89 0.84 0.71  0.20 0.14 3 
0.62 0.44 0.38 0.46 0.67 0.67 0.63 0.43 0.62 0.71 0.57 0.67 0.61 0.67 0.75 0.71  0.29 0.38 0.17 4 
0.67 0.43 0.74 0.56 0.43 0.71 0.76 0.56 0.78 0.60 0.84 0.80 0.86 0.90 0.86  0.29 0.16 0.22 0.29 5 
0.71 0.46 0.78 0.59 0.46 0.63 0.90 0.57 0.71 0.63 0.89 0.95 0.90 0.95  0.14 0.25 0.11 0.22 0.25 6 
0.75 0.50 0.71 0.75 0.50 0.67 0.84 0.59 0.88 0.67 0.71 0.89 0.84  0.05 0.10 0.33 0.06 0.12 0.20 7 
0.71 0.46 0.78 0.59 0.46 0.63 0.80 0.57 0.71 0.63 0.78 0.84  0.16 0.10 0.14 0.39 0.22 0.18 0.37 8 
0.71 0.50 0.71 0.63 0.50 0.67 0.74 0.56 0.75 0.67 0.82  0.16 0.11 0.05 0.20 0.33 0.06 0.12 0.20 9 
0.80 0.55 0.75 0.53 0.55 0.86 0.78 0.63 0.67 0.59  0.18 0.22 0.29 0.11 0.16 0.43 0.25 0.20 0.14 10 
0.75 0.33 0.59 0.63 0.50 0.67 0.63 0.47 0.75  0.41 0.33 0.37 0.33 0.37 0.40 0.29 0.29 0.25 0.20 11 
0.86 0.20 0.67 0.43 0.60 0.77 0.82 0.53  0.25 0.33 0.25 0.29 0.12 0.29 0.22 0.38 0.20 0.29 0.23 12 
0.80 0.36 0.61 0.67 0.36 0.71 0.56  0.47 0.53 0.37 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.43 0.44 0.57 0.25 0.33 0.43 13 
0.71 0.46 0.78 0.59 0.51 0.61  0.44 0.18 0.37 0.32 0.26 0.20 0.16 0.10 0.24 0.37 0.22 0.18 0.25 14 
0.92 0.67 0.71 0.62 0.67  0.39 0.29 0.33 0.33 0.14 0.33 0.37 0.33 0.37 0.29 0.33 0.14 0.23 0.33 15 
0.60 0.67 0.36 0.20  0.33 0.49 0.64 0.40 0.50 0.45 0.50 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.33 0.45 0.40 0.25 16 
0.80 0.36 0.67  0.80 0.38 0.41 0.33 0.57 0.37 0.47 0.37 0.41 0.25 0.41 0.44 0.54 0.20 0.43 0.38 17 
0.80 0.36  0.33 0.64 0.29 0.22 0.39 0.33 0.41 0.25 0.29 0.22 0.29 0.22 0.26 0.62 0.37 0.33 0.43 18 
0.60  0.64 0.64 0.33 0.33 0.54 0.64 0.80 0.67 0.45 0.50 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.56 0.45 0.60 0.56 19 
 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.08 0.29 0.20 0.14 0.25 0.20 0.29 0.29 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.20 0.29 0.22 20 
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(Figure 30): Showing the genetic similarity range for primer No 22 between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels. 
 
Primer No 22
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188
Series1
 
 
1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 13=1×14, 
14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 24=2×7, 
25=2×8, 26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 35=2×18, 
36=2×19, 37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 46=3×12, 
47=3×13, 48=3×14, 49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 56=4×6, 57=4×7, 
58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 67=4×17, 68=4×18, 
69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 78=5×13, 79=5×14, 
80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 89=6×10, 90=6×11, 
81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 99=6×20, 100=7×8, 
101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 108=7×17, 109=7×18, 
110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 117=8×14, 118=8×15, 
119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 124=9×10, 125=9×11, 126=9×12, 127=9×13, 
128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 1134=9×20, 135=10×11, 136=10×12, 
137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 143=10×19, 144=10×20, 
145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 151=11×18, 152=11×19, 
153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 159=12×18, 160=12×19, 
161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 167=13×19, 168=13×20, 
169=14×15, 170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 175=15×16, 176=15×17, 
177=15×18, 178=15×19, 179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 183=16×20 
184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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Primer No. 23: 
This primer produced amplicons that ranged between 1 – 9 fragments in 
different sizes that ranged between 350 - 1050bp, (Figure 31). Genetic similarity 
between the twenty camel types ranged between 0.14 – 1 (Table 8) and (Figure 
32). 
 
Primer No 23 did not amplify any polymorphic bands with:  
* Shanabla (Abu Omair) and Kawahla (Muradi), Kabashi (Rebaigat), 
Maidoub, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Ariri (Bashkwap) and Bishari-
Amirap]. 
* Gemei and  Kawahla (Muradi) and [Kabashi (Rebaigat), Maidoub, Bani 
Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Kawahla (Muradi) and [Kabashi (Rebaigat), Maidoub, Bani Aamir 
(Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Kabashi (Rebaigat) and [Maidoub, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt 
(Bashkwap) and Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Maidoub and [Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and 
Bishari-Amirap]. 
* Bani Aamir (Naptap) and [Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and Bishari-
Amirap]. 
* Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and [Bishari-Amirap, between Bishari- 
Shallagyai and Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab)]. 
* Chad type– kennin (Spotted) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
 
It showed at 0.94 between: 
Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and Kinani (Awlad Gallis), and was 0.14 between: 
Nialawi (Um Gallol) and [Shanabla (Abu Omair), Gemei, Kawahla (Muradi), 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), Maidoub, Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) 
and Bishari-Amirap]. 
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The genetic similarit between Somalian type (Arhou) and all other types 
ranged between 1 - 0.33, 1 with Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) andBishari-Amirap.  
And 0.33 with Nialawi (Um Gallol). 
While the genetic similarit between Chad – kennin (Spotted) and all other 
types ranged between 1 - 0.36, 1 with Kinani (Abu Khamseen). And o.36 with 
Lahawi (Aiadap) and Kinani (Awlad Gallis). 
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(Figure 31): Shows 1.5% agarose for RAPD – PCR results (Primer No 23). 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) 
Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali 
(Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, 
(17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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(Table 8): Similarity Index (D, Nei’s and Li’s Coefficients), and Genetic Distance Using Primer Primer No. 23:- 
 
Similarity Index 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Distanc 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), 
(8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin 
(Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
0.66 0.66 0.14 0.33 0.33 0.20 0.14 0.33 0.14 0.25 0.50 0.20 0.22 0.40 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29  1 
0.50 0.50 1 0.90 0.90 0.80 1 0.72 1 0.76 0.66 0.80 0.85 0.80 1 1 1 0.90  0.71 2 
0.50 0.50 1 0.90 0.90 0.80 1 0.72 1 0.76 0.66 0.80 0.85 0.80 1 1 1  0.10 0.71 3 
0.50 0.50 1 0.90 0.90 0.80 1 0.72 1 0.76 0.66 0.80 0.85 0.80 1 1  0 0 0.71 4 
0.50 0.50 1 0.90 0.90 0.80 1 0.72 1 0.76 0.66 0.80 0.85 0.80 1  0 0 0 0.71 5 
0.50 0.50 1 0.900.900.801 0.72 1 0.760.660.800.850.80 0 0 0 0 0.71 6 
0.66 0.66 0.80 0.880.88 0.61 0.80 0.44 0.800.54 0.57 0.61 0.66  0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.60 7 
0.40 0.40 0.85 0.76 0.76 0.94 0.85 0.61 0.85 0.93 0.54 0.94  0.34 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.88 8 
0.36 0.36 0.80 0.71 0.71 0.77 0.80 0.71 0.80 0.87 0.50  0.06 0.39 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.8 9 
0.80 0.80 0.660.75 0.75 0.50 0.660.75 0.660.60  0.50 0.46 0.43 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.50 10 
0.44 0.44 0.76 0.66 0.66 0.87 0.76 0.66 0.76  0.40 0.13 0.07 0.46 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.75 11 
0.40 0.40 1 0.90 0.90 0.80 1 0.72  0.24 0.39 0.20 0.15 0.20 0 0 0 0 0 0.86 12 
0.57 0.57 0.54 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.72  0.28 0.34 0.25 0.29 0.39 0.56 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.67 13 
0.50 0.50 1 0.90 0.90 0.80  0.28 0 0.24 0.34 0.20 0.15 0.20 0 0 0 0 0 0.86 14 
0.36 0.36 0.85 0.71 0.71  0.20 0.43 0.20 0.13 0.50 0.23 0.06 0.39 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.80 15 
0.57 0.57 0.90 1  0.39 0.10 0.40 0.10 0.34 0.25 0.29 0.24 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.67 16 
0.57 0.57 0.90  0 0.39 0.10 0.40 0.10 0.34 0.25 0.29 0.24 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.67 17 
0.50 0.50  0.10 0.10 0.15 0 0.46 0 0.24 0.34 0.20 0.15 0.20 0 0 0 0 0 0.86 18 
1  0.50 0.43 0.43 0.64 0.50 043 0.60 0.56 0.20 0.64 0.60 0.34 0.500.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.34 19 
 0 0.50 0.43 0.43 0.64 0.50 043 0.60 0.56 0.20 0.64 0.60 0.34 0.500.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.34 20 
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(Figure 32): Showing the genetic similarity range for primer No 23 between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels 
 
Primer No 23
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188
Series1
 
 
1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 13=1×14, 
14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 24=2×7, 
25=2×8, 26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 35=2×18, 
36=2×19, 37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 46=3×12, 
47=3×13, 48=3×14, 49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 56=4×6, 57=4×7, 
58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 67=4×17, 68=4×18, 
69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 78=5×13, 79=5×14, 
80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 89=6×10, 90=6×11, 
81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 99=6×20, 100=7×8, 
101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 108=7×17, 109=7×18, 
110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 117=8×14, 118=8×15, 
119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 124=9×10, 125=9×11, 126=9×12, 127=9×13, 
128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 1134=9×20, 135=10×11, 136=10×12, 
137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 143=10×19, 144=10×20, 
145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 151=11×18, 152=11×19, 
153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 159=12×18, 160=12×19, 
161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 167=13×19, 168=13×20, 
169=14×15, 170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 175=15×16, 176=15×17, 
177=15×18, 178=15×19, 179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 183=16×20 
184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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Primer No. 24: 
This primer produced amplicons that ranged between 4 – 12 fragments in 
different sizes that ranged between 200 - 1300 bp, (Figure 33). Genetic similarity 
between the twenty camel types ranged between 0.47 – 1 (Table 9) and (Figure 
34). 
 
Primer No 24 did not amplify any polymorphic bands with: 
* Nialawi (Um Gallol) and [Gemei, Maidoub and Rashaida (Deaily)]. 
* Gemei and [Maidoub and Rashaida (Deaily)].  
* Bishari-Amirap and Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
But showed genetic similarity as 0.96 between: 
* Kawahla (Muradi) and [Kabashi (Rebaigat), between Dar Hamid 
(Nawahia) and Shanabla (Abu Omair), Kawahla (Muradi) and Hawaweer 
(Habasap)]. 
* Shanabla (Abu Omair) and Lahawi (Aiadap).  
And 0.47 between Kinani (Awlad Gallis) and Hawaweer (Habasap). 
From the other side the genetic similarit between Somalian type (Arhou) and 
all other types ranged between 0.93 - 0.67, 0.93 with Annafi and Bishari - Aririt 
(Bashkwap). And 0.67 with Chad – kennin (Spotted). While the genetic similarit 
between Chad – kennin (Spotted) and all other types ranged between 0.74 - 0.50, 
0.74 with Hawaweer (Habasap). And 0.50 with Kabashi (Rebaigat), Dar Hamid 
(Nawahia) and Lahawi (Aiadap). 
. 
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(Figure 33): Shows 1.5% agarose for RAPD – PCR results (Primer No 24). 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) 
Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali 
(Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, 
(17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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 (Table 9): Similarity Index (D, Nei’s and Li’s Coefficients), and Genetic Distance Using Primer No, 24:- 
 
Similarity Index 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Distance 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), 
(8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin 
(Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
0.89 0.57 0.89 0.67 0.84 0.57 0.82 0.78 0.89 0.82 1 0.91 0.91 0.87 1 0.91 0.95 1 0.95  1 
0.84 0.53 0.84 0.63 0.80 0.80 0.78 0.74 0.74 0.71 0.89 0.96 0.96 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.91 0.95  0.05 2 
0.89 0.57 0.89 0.67 0.84 0.57 0.82 0.78 0.89 0.82 1 0.91 0.91 0.87 1 0.91 0.95  0.05 0 3 
0.84 0.53 0.84 0.63 0.90 0.53 0.78 0.84 0.84 0.67 0.86 0.87 0.96 0.92 0.82 0.96  0.05 0.09 0.05 4 
0.80 0.50 0.80 0.59 0.76 0.50 0.74 0.80 0.70 0.63 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.87 0.73  0.04 0.09 0.13 0.09 5 
0.82 0.57 0.78 0.67 0.84 0.57 0.82 0.89 0.78 0.82 0.90 0.82 0.82 0.87  0.27 0.18 0 0.14 0 6 
0.76 0.74 0.76 0.56 0.82 0.47 0.70 0.76 0.76 0.70 0.87 0.88 0.96  0.13 0.13 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.13 7 
0.80 0.50 0.80 0.59 0.76 0.50 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.63 0.91 0.88  0.04 0.18 0.17 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 8 
0.80 0.50 0.80 0.59 0.86 0.50 0.74 0.80 0.80 0.74 0.91  0.12 0.12 0.18 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.09 9 
0.78 0.57 0.78 0.67 0.74 0.57 0.82 0.78 0.67 0.71  0.09 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.18 0.14 0 0.11 0 10 
0.80 0.73 0.80 0.83 0.75 0.73 0.86 0.93 0.93  0.29 0.26 0.37 0.30 0.18 0.37 0.33 0.18 0.29 0.18 11 
0.88 0.67 0.75 0.77 0.94 0.67 0.80 0.88  0.07 0.33 0.20 0.30 0.24 0.22 0.30 0.16 0.11 0.26 0.11 12 
0.88 0.67 0.88 0.77 0.82 0.67 0.93  0.12 0.07 0.22 0.20 0.30 0.24 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.22 0.26 0.22 13 
0.93 0.73 0.93 0.83 0.88 0.73  0.07 0.20 0.14 0.18 0.26 0.26 0.30 0.18 0.26 0.22 0.18 0.22 0.18 14 
0.67 0.75 0.67 0.89 0.62  0.27 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.53 0.43 0.50 0.47 0.43 0.20 0.43 15 
0.94 0.62 0.94 0.71  0.38 0.12 0.18 0.06 0.25 0.26 0.14 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.24 0.10 0.16 0.20 0.16 16 
0.77 0.67 0.77  0.29 0.11 0.17 0.23 0.23 0.17 0.33 0.41 0.41 0.44 0.33 0.41 0.37 0.33 0.37 0.33 17 
1 0.67  0.23 0.06 0.33 0.07 0.12 0.25 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.11 0.16 0.11    18 
0.67  0.33 0.33 0.38 0.25 0.27 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.26 0.43 0.50 0.47 0.43 0.47 0.43 19 
 0.33 0 0.23 0.06 0.33 0.07 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.18 0.20 0.16 0.11 0.16 0.11 20 
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(Figure 34): Showing the genetic similarity range for primer No 24 between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels. 
 
Primer No 24
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188
Series1
 
 
1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 13=1×14, 
14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 24=2×7, 25=2×8, 
26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 35=2×18, 36=2×19, 
37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 46=3×12, 47=3×13, 48=3×14, 
49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 56=4×6, 57=4×7, 58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 
61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 67=4×17, 68=4×18, 69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 
72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 78=5×13, 79=5×14, 80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 
83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 89=6×10, 90=6×11, 81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 
94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 99=6×20, 100=7×8, 101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 
104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 108=7×17, 109=7×18, 110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 
114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 117=8×14, 118=8×15, 119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 
124=9×10, 125=9×11, 126=9×12, 127=9×13, 128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 
1134=9×20, 135=10×11, 136=10×12, 137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 
143=10×19, 144=10×20, 145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 151=11×18, 
152=11×19, 153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 159=12×18, 160=12×19, 
161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 167=13×19, 168=13×20, 169=14×15, 
170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 175=15×16, 176=15×17, 177=15×18, 178=15×19, 
179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 183=16×20, 184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 
188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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Primer No. 25: 
This primer produced amplicons that ranged between 2 – 11 fragments in 
different sizes that ranged between 250 - 1400 bp, (Figure 35). Genetic similarity 
between the twenty camel types ranged between 0.33 – 1 (Table 10) and (Figure 
36). 
 
Primer No 25 did not amplify any polymorphic bands with:  
* Nialawi (Um Gallol) and [Gemei and Annafi]. 
* Shanabla (Abu Omair) and [Hawaweer (Habasap), Dar Hamid (Nawahia) 
and Lahawi (Aiadap)]. 
* Gemei and Annafi. 
* Kawahla (Muradi) and Maidoub. 
* Hawaweer (Habasap) and [Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and Lahawi (Aiadap)]. 
* Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and Lahawi (Aiadap).  
* Bani Aamir (Naptap) and Bishari-Amirap. 
This primer showed 0.95 genetic similarity between:  
* Rashaida (Deaily) and [Shanabla (Abu Omair), Hawaweer (Habasap), Dar 
Hamid (Nawahia) and Lahawi (Aiadap)].  
* Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen), and 0.94 between:  
Kabashi (Rebaigat) and Gemei. And  0.31 between: 
Chad – kennin (Spotted) and Rashaida (Deaily). 
While the genetic similarit between Somalian type (Arhou) and all other types 
ranged between 0.93 - 0.44, 0.93 with Bani Aamir (Naptap) and Bishari-Amirap.  
And 0.44 with Chad – kennin (Spotted). The genetic similarit between Chad – 
kennin (Spotted) and all other types ranged between 0.44 - 0.31, 0.44 with 
Kawahla (Muradi), Maidoub, Somali (Arhou), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap) and 
Kinani (Awlad Gallis). And 0.31 with Rashaida (Deaily). 
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(Figure 35): Shows 1.5% agarose for RAPD – PCR results (Primer No 25). 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) 
Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali 
(Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, 
(17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen). 
 
(M) 100 bp DNA marker (Ladder). 
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(Table 10): Similarity Index (D, Nei’s and Li’s Coefficients), and Genetic Distance Using Primer No.25:- 
 
Similarity Index 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Distance 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), 
(8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin 
(Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 
 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
0.67 0.40 0.75 0.59 0.75 0.93 0.67 0.67 0.63 1 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.83 0.93 1 0.89  1 
0.80 0.33 0.89 0.74 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.71 0.78 0.89 0.95 1 1 1 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.89  11 2 
0.67 0.40 0.75 0.59 0.75 0.93 0.67 0.67 0.88 1 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.93  0.11 0 3 
0.59 0.44 0.67 0.61 0.80 0.75 0.57 0.71 0.80 0.93 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.82 1 0.88  0.07 0.18 0.07 4 
0.63 0.36 0.71 0.56 0.71 0.88 0.63 0.75 0.71 0.82 0.90 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.88  0.12 0.06 0.16 0.17 5 
0.59 0.44 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.86 0.57 0.71 0.67 0.80 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.82  0.12 0 0.07 0.16 0.07 6 
0.80 0.33 0.89 0.63 0.89 0.82 0.82 0.71 0.80 0.89 0.95 1 1  0.18 0.16 0.18 0.11 0 0.11 7 
0.80 0.33 0.89 0.63 0.89 0.82 0.82 0.71 0.80 0.89 0.95 1  0 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.11 0 0.11 8 
0.80 0.33 0.89 0.63 0.89 0.82 0.82 0.71 0.80 0.89 0.95  0 0 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.11 0 0.11 9 
0.76 0.31 0.84 0.70 0.84 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.84 0.84  0.05 0.05 0.05 0.22 0.10 0.22 0.16 0.05 0.16 10 
0.78 0.40 0.88 0.71 0.88 0.93 0.80 0.88 0.88  0.16 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.20 0.18 0.07 0 0.11 0 11 
0.89 0.40 1 0.82 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.93  0.12 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.33 0.29 0.20 0.12 0.22 0.37 12 
0.82 0.44 0.93 0.75 0.80 0.71 0.86  0.07 0.12 0.22 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.29 0.33 13 
0.82 0.44 0.93 0.88 0.80 0.71  0.14 0.07 0.20 0.22 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.43 0.37 0.43 0.33 0.18 0.33 14 
0.71 0.44 0.80 0.75 0.80  0.29 0.29 0.07 0.07 0.22 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.25 0.07 0.18 0.07 15 
0.78 0.40 0.88 0.71  0.20 0.20 0.20 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.33 0.29 0.20 0.25 0.22 0.25 16 
0.95 0.36 0.82  0.29 0.25 0.12 0.25 0.18 0.29 0.30 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.50 0.44 0.39 0.41 0.26 0.41 17 
0.89 0.40  0.18 0.12 0.20 0.07 0.07 0 0.12 0.16 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.33 0.29 0.33 0.25 0.11 0.25 18 
0.33  0.60 0.64 0.60 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.60 0.60 0.69 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.56 0.64 0.66 0.60 0.67 0.60 19 
 0.67 0.11 0.05 0.22 0.29 0.18 0.18 0.11 0.22 0.34 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.41 0.37 0.41 0.33 0.20 0.33 20 
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(Figure 36): Showing the genetic similarity range for primer No 25 between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels 
 
Primer No 25
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188
Series1
 
 
1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 13=1×14, 
14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 24=2×7, 
25=2×8, 26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 35=2×18, 
36=2×19, 37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 46=3×12, 
47=3×13, 48=3×14, 49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 56=4×6, 57=4×7, 
58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 67=4×17, 68=4×18, 
69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 78=5×13, 79=5×14, 
80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 89=6×10, 90=6×11, 
81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 99=6×20, 100=7×8, 
101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 108=7×17, 109=7×18, 
110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 117=8×14, 118=8×15, 
119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 124=9×10, 125=9×11, 126=9×12, 127=9×13, 
128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 1134=9×20, 135=10×11, 136=10×12, 
137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 143=10×19, 144=10×20, 
145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 151=11×18, 152=11×19, 
153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 159=12×18, 160=12×19, 
161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 167=13×19, 168=13×20, 
169=14×15, 170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 175=15×16, 176=15×17, 
177=15×18, 178=15×19, 179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 183=16×20 
184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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(Table 11): Similarity Index average within Primers:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi 
(Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), 
(10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - 
Aririt (Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt 
(Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
Type NO Primer 
CPBT2 
Primer 
18 
Primer 
22 
Primer 
23 
Primer 
24 
Primer 
25 
1 0,850 0.853 0.723 0.313 0.855 0.797 
2 0.850 0.853 0.726 0.809 0.821 0.831 
3 0.580 0.666 0.776 0.809 0.855 0.816 
4 0.748 0.853 0.619 0.815 0.821 0.772 
5 0.0 0.0 0.713 0.815 0.766 0.766 
6 0.840 0.768 0.745 0.815 0.809 0.753 
7 0.850 0.828 0.760 0.701 0.788 0.831 
8 0.840 0.768 0.705 0.735 0.782 0.831 
9 0.861 0.807 0.738 0.692 0.795 0.831 
10 0.861 0.781 0.723 0.650 0.803 0.811 
11 0.861 0.851 0.636 0.684 0.769 0.847 
12 0.861 0.851 0.686 0.796 0.793 0.809 
13 0.774 0.851 0.577 0.631 0.805 0.750 
14 0.840 0.656 0.709 0.807 0.809 0.755 
15 0.840 0.816 0.710 0.687 0.631 0.799 
16 0.840 0.816 0.523 0.776 0.809 0.784 
17 0.850 0.860 0.583 0.776 0.699 0.681 
18 0.834 0.860 0.646 0.800 0.821 0.815 
19 0.642 0.813 0.460 0.542 0.619 0.383 
20 0.850 0.656 0.742 0.542 0.829 0.741 
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 (Table 12): Similarity Index and Genetic Distance average:- 
 Similarity Index 
 
Genetic Distance 
 
(1) Nialawi (Um Gallol), (2) Shanabla (Abu Omair), (3) Gemei, (4) Kawahla (Muradi), (5) Kabashi (Rebaigat), (6) Maidoub, (7) Hawaweer (Habasap), (8) 
Dar Hamid (Nawahia), (9) Lahawi (Aiadap), (10) Rashaida (Deaily), (11) Annafi,  (12) Bani Aamir (Naptap), (13) Somali (Arhou), (14) Bishari - Aririt 
(Bashkwap), (15) Kinani (Awlad Gallis), (16) Bishari- Shallagyai, (17) Bishari-Aririt (Arfowab), (18) Bishari-Amirap, (19) Chad – kennin (Spotted), (20) 
Kinani (Abu Khamseen). 
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
0.778 
 
0.598 
 
0.707 
 
0.702 
 
0.732 
 
0.695 
 
0.657 
 
0.707 
 
0.739 
 
0.812 
 
0.865 
 
0.787 
 
0.750 
 
0.812 
 
0.762 
 
0.432 
 
0.767 
 
0.707 
 
0.792 
 
 1 
0.753 
 
0.547 
 
0.882 
 
0.807 
 
0.813 
 
0.832 
 
0.830 
 
0.788 
 
0.872 
 
0.837 
 
0.870 
 
0.927 
 
0.902 
 
0.903 
 
0.872 
 
0.582 
 
0.850 
 
0.797 
 
 0.208 2 
0.738 
 
0.532 
 
0.768 
 
0.685 
 
0.743 
 
0.763 
 
0.823 
 
0.710 
 
0.802 
 
0.755 
 
0.613 
 
0.785 
 
0.775 
 
0.803 
 
0.840 
 
0.615 
 
0.843 
 
 0.203 0.293 3 
0.662 
 
0.597 
 
0.773 
 
0.725 
 
0.840 
 
0.753 
 
0.752 
 
0.760 
 
0.835 
 
0.818 
 
0.755 
 
0.805 
 
0.827 
 
0.822 
 
0.882 
 
0.592 
 
 0.157 0.150 0.233 4 
0.433 
 
0.298 
 
0.542 
 
0.435 
 
0.467 
 
0.482 
 
0.522 
 
0.472 
 
0.532 
 
0.468 
 
0.537 
 
0.545 
 
0.563 
 
0.568 
 
0.578 
 
 0.408 0.484 0.418 0.568 5 
0.677 
 
0.595 
 
0.858 
 
0.745 
 
0.773 
 
0.772 
 
0.807 
 
0.750 
 
0.818 
 
0.793 
 
0.815 
 
0.868 
 
0.898 
 
0.850 
 
 0.422 0.118 0.160 0.128 0.238 6 
0.787 
 
0.583 
 
0.827 
 
0.788 
 
0.830 
 
0.743 
 
0.800 
 
0.717 
 
0.858 
 
0.785 
 
0.850 
 
0.868 
 
0.853 
 
 0.150 0.432 0.178 0.197 0.097 0.188 7 
0.692 
 
0.548 
 
0.873 
 
0.730 
 
0.773 
 
0.777 
 
0.793 
 
0.700 
 
0.802 
 
0.805 
 
0.807 
 
0.913 
 
 0.147 0.102 0.437 0.173 0.225 0.098 0.250 8 
0.712 
 
0.582 
 
0.835 
 
0.747 
 
0.780 
 
0.747 
 
0.765 
 
0.765 
 
0.845 
 
0.848 
 
0.835 
 
 0.087 0.132 0.132 0.455 0.195 0.215 0.073 0.213 9 
0.782 
 
0.660 
 
0.807 
 
0.762 
 
0.757 
 
0.728 
 
0.747 
 
0.782 
 
0.783 
 
0.767 
 
 0.165 0.193 0.150 0.185 0.463 0.245 0.387 0.130 0.135 10 
0.740 
 
0.603 
 
0.820 
 
0.805 
 
0.765 
 
0.833 
 
0.768 
 
0.805 
 
0.887 
 
 0.233 0.152 0.195 0.215 0.207 0.532 0.182 0.245 0.163 0.188 11 
0.783 
 
0.565 
 
0.885 
 
0.820 
 
0.853 
 
0.828 
 
0.852 
 
0.825 
 
 0.113 0.217 0.155 0.198 0.142 0.182 0.468 0.165 0.198 0.128 0.261 12 
0.772 
 
0.605 
 
0.785 
 
0.780 
 
0.707 
 
0.720 
 
0.748 
 
 0.175 0.195 0.218 0.235 0.300 0.283 0.250 0.528 0.240 0.290 0.212 0.293 13 
0.808 
 
0.567 
 
0.885 
 
0.793 
 
0.807 
 
0.767 
 
 0.252 0.148 0.232 0.253 0.235 0.207 0.200 0.193 0.478 0.248 0.177 0.170 0.343 14 
0.717 
 
0.620 
 
0.823 
 
0.795 
 
0.800 
 
 0.233 0.280 0.172 0.167 0.272 0.253 0.223 0.257 0.228 0.512 0.247 0.237 0.168 0.305 15 
0.755 
 
0.627 
 
0.832 
 
0.737 
 
 0.200 0.193 0.293 0.147 0.235 0.243 0.220 0.227 0.170 0.227 0.533 0.160 0.257 0.187 0.268 16 
0.793 
 
0.580 
 
0.842 
 
 0.263 0.205 0.207 0.220 0.180 0.195 0.238 0.253 0.270 0.212 0.255 0.565 0.275 0.315 0.193 0.298 17 
0.792 
 
0.587 
 
 0.158 0.168 0.177 0.115 0.215 0.115 0.180 0.193 0.165 0.127 0.173 0.142 0.458 0.227 0.232 0.118 0.293 18 
0.633 
 
 0.413 0.420 0.373 0.380 0.433 0.395 0.435 0.397 0.340 0.418 0.452 0.417 0.405 0.702 0.403 0.468 0.453 0.402 19 
 0.367 0.208 0.207 0.245 0.283 0.192 0.228 0.217 0.260 0.218 0.288 0.308 0.213 0.323 0.567 0.338 0.262 0.247 0.222 20 
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(Figure 37): Showing the genetic similarity average for all primers between 20 types and 
subtypes of camels 
 
Average
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
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1=1×2, 2=1×3, 3=1×4, 4=1×5, 5=1×6, 6=1×7, 7=1×8, 8=1×9, 9=1×10, 10=1×11, 11=1×12, 12=1×13, 
13=1×14, 14=1×15, 15=1×16, 16=1×17, 17=1×18, 18=1×19, 19=1×20, 20=2×3, 21=2×4, 22=2×5, 23=2×6, 
24=2×7, 25=2×8, 26=2×9, 27=2×10, 28=2×11, 29=2×12, 30=2×13, 31=2×14, 32=2×15, 33=2×16, 34=2×17, 
35=2×18, 36=2×19, 37=2×20, 38=3×4, 39=3×5, 40=3×6, 41=3×7, 42=3×8, 43=3×9, 44=3×10, 45=3×11, 
46=3×12, 47=3×13, 48=3×14, 49=3×15, 50=3×16, 51=3×17, 52=3×18, 53=3×19, 54=3×20, 55=4×5, 
56=4×6, 57=4×7, 58=4×8, 59=4×9, 60=4×10, 61=4×11, 62=4×12, 63=4×13, 64=41×14, 65=4×15, 66=4×16, 
67=4×17, 68=4×18, 69=4×19, 70=4×20, 71=5×6, 72=5×7, 73=5×8, 74=5×9, 75=5×10, 76=5×11, 77=5×12, 
78=5×13, 79=5×14, 80=5×15, 81=5×16, 82=5×17, 83=5×18, 84=5×19, 85=5×20, 86=6×7, 87=6×8, 88=6×9, 
89=6×10, 90=6×11, 81=6×12, 92=6×13, 93=6×14, 94=6×15, 95=6×16, 96=6×17, 97=6×18, 88=6×19, 
99=6×20, 100=7×8, 101=7×9, 9=7×10, 102=7×11, 103=7×12, 104=7×13, 105=7×14, 106=7×15, 107=7×16, 
108=7×17, 109=7×18, 110=7×19, 111=7×20, 112=8×9, 113=8×10, 114=8×11, 115=8×12, 116=8×13, 
117=8×14, 118=8×15, 119=8×16, 120=8×17, 121=8×18, 122=8×19, 123=18×20, 124=9×10, 125=9×11, 
126=9×12, 127=9×13, 128=9×14, 129=9×15, 130=9×16, 131=9×17, 132=9×18, 133=9×19, 1134=9×20, 
135=10×11, 136=10×12, 137=10×13, 138=10×14, 139=10×15, 140=10×16, 141=10×17, 142=10×18, 
143=10×19, 144=10×20, 145=11×12, 146=11×13, 147=11×14, 148=11×15, 149=11×16, 150=11×17, 
151=11×18, 152=11×19, 153=11×20, 154=12×13, 155=12×14, 156=12×15, 157=12×16, 158=12×17, 
159=12×18, 160=12×19, 161=12×20, 162=13×14, 163=13×15, 164=13×16, 165=13×17, 166=13×18, 
167=13×19, 168=13×20, 169=14×15, 170=14×16, 171=14×17, 172=14×18, 173=14×19, 174=14×20, 
175=15×16, 176=15×17, 177=15×18, 178=15×19, 179=15×20, 180=16×17, 181=16×18, 182=16×19, 
183=16×20, 184=17×18, 185=17×19, 186=17×20, 187=18×19, 188=18×20, 189=19×20. 
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Clustering data analysis of RAPD Technique (Dendrogram): 
 
 The genetic similarity and genetic distance result for all all primers send 
the Department of Animal Genetic and Breeding, National Research Centre on 
Camel (NRCC), Bikaner, India to obtaining the Dendrogram (Phylogenetic Tree) 
result. 
The genetic relationship between the 18 Sudanese camel type, subtypes, 
Somalian type and Chad type based on RAPD technique results using 
Unweighted Pair Group Method Arithmatic Average (UPGMA), the dendrogram 
constructed from UPGMA cluster analysis is represented in (Figure 38).  
 The data distinguished three groups A, B and C as follows: 
A - Rashaida (Deaily). 
B - Nialawi (Um Gallol). 
C – Grouped into: 
C – I: Chad Camel Type [Spotted Camel (Abragg)] and Kinani (Abu 
Khamseen). 
C – II: Somali (Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Amarar - Arfowab), Annafi, Kinani 
(AwladGalis), Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), Bishari-
Amirap, Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap), 
Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), Kawahla (Muradi), Maidoub 
and Bishari- Shallagyai. 
Groupe C – II: clusterd into: 
 C –II – I: Somali (Arhou). 
 C –II – II: Bishari-Aririt (Amarar - Arfowab), Annafi, Kinani 
(AwladGalis), Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), Bishari-
Amirap, Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap), 
Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), Kawahla (Muradi), Maidoub 
and Bishari- Shallagyai. 
 C –II – II – I: Bishari-Ariri (Arfowab). 
 C –II – II – II: Annafi, Kinani (AwladGalis), Bani Aamir (Naptap), 
Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), Bishari-Amirap, Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid 
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(Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap), Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), 
Kawahla (Muradi), Maidoub and Bishari- Shallagyai. 
Groupe C –II – II – II clusterd into: 
 C –II – II – II – I: Annafi and Kinani (AwladGalis). 
 C –II – II – II – II: Bani Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt 
(Bashkwap), Bishari-Amirap, Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid (Nawahia), 
Lahawe (Aiadap), Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), Kawahla 
(Muradi), Maidoub and Bishari- Shallagyai. 
Groue C –II – II – II – II clusterd into: 
 C –II – II – II – II – I: Bani Aamir (Naptap). 
 C –II – II – II – II – II: Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), Bishari-
Amirap, Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap), 
Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), Kawahla (Muradi), Maidoub 
and Bishari- Shallagyai. 
Groupe C –II – II – II – II – II clusterd into: 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – I: Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), and Bishari-
Amirap. 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II: Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid 
(Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap), Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), 
Kawahla (Muradi) and Maidoub 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – III: Bishari- Shallagyai (Amarar - Arfowap). 
Groupe C –II – II – II – II – II – II cluserd into: 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – I: Shanabla (Abu Omair), Dar Hamid 
(Nawahia) and Lahawe (Aiadap). 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – II: Hawaweer (Habasap) 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III: Gemei, Kabashi (Rebaigat), Kawahla 
(Muradi) and Maidoub. 
Groupe C –II – II – II – II – II – II – I clusterd inti: 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – I – I: Shanabla (Abu Omair). 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – I – II: Dar Hamid (Nawahia) and Lahawe 
(Aiadap). 
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Groupe C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III clusterd into: 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III – I: Maidoub. 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III – II: Gemei, Kawahla (Muradi) and 
Kabashi (Rebaigat). 
While C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III – II clusterd into: 
 C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III – II – I: Gemei and Kabashi (Rebaigat). 
C –II – II – II – II – II – II – III – II – II: Kawahla (Muradi). 
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(Figure 38): Dendrogram showing Cluster analysis for the twenty camel type and subtypes. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION  
The genetic diversity of some Sudanese camel types and subtypes were 
studied using RAPD molecular markers technique. The level of polymorphism 
was estimated by assaying subsets of the total amount of DNA sequence variation 
in the genome. The present optimization of RAPD conditions was similar to that 
obtained by Shereif and Alhadrami (1996) for racing camels in UAE, Mehta et 
al. (2006) for Indian camels with some modifications. Seven primers were used 
by them, of which two were used in this study. 
The study showed that primer CPBT2 (OPB 12) was used by Shereif and 
Alhadrami (1996) in Unite Arab Emirates for racing camels and also by Mehta et 
al. (2006) in India for characterization of Indian camels. While the other primers 
were random primers which used by Al-Swailem, Al-Busadah, Shehata, Al-
Anazi and Askari., (2007) in Suadi Arabia in DNA fingerprinting of Saudi 
Arabian camels.  
Since RAPD markers have been shown to follow Mendelian inheritance 
which are dominant and recessive (Williams et al., 1990; Kemp and Teale, 1992: 
Rothuizen and Wolferen, 1994, Elo et al., 1997: Liu et al., 1998), the presence of 
a band in a type indicates the presence of at least one dominant allele, while it is 
absence indicates homozygosity for recessive alleles (Wei et al., 1997). 
The level of polymorphism revealed by RAPD markers showed that the 
average genetic similarity was between 0.298 and 0.927 between Rebaigat 
(Kabashi) and Chad (spoted type) and between Abu Omair (Shanabla) and 
Aiadap (Lahawe) respectively. The results also indicated a closer relationship 
between: 
•  Spotted Camel (Abragg) and Kinani (Abu Khamseen), both are similar 
in light body weight. 
• Annafi and Kinani (Awlad Gallis). 
• Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap) and Bishari-Amirap. 
• Abu Omair (Shanabla), Aiadap (Lahawe) and Nawahia (Dar Hamid). 
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Also the results of this study showed enough genetic variation between and 
within dromedary types. Reproducible polymorphic bands with varying 
frequencies among the twenty camel types were obtained with all primers used. 
The choice of primer to be used can greatly affect the amount of polymorphism 
generated. These results are in agreement with that of Sherief and Alhadrami 
(1996), who reported that different RAPD fragment patterns were obtained and 
found effective for detection of genetic variation in racing camels. The 
reproducibility and simplicity of these patterns integrated by a small but 
reproducible number of bands makes the technique especially suitable for routine 
analysis due to easy interpretation of the results by visual inspection.  
The genetic distance matrix using the UPGMA algorithm was computed to 
cluster the data and to draw the precise relationships among the twenty tested 
camels. The obtained dendrogram illustrated the divergence between the used 
subtypes and suggests their tree branching. Estimation of genetic relationships 
between the 20 camel types revealed three main clusters. Cluster A is Rashaida 
camel type, Cluster B is Nialawi (Um Gallol) type and Cluster C is subdivided 
into two main subgroups; Chad Camel Type [Spotted Camel (Abragg)] and 
Kinani (Abu Khamseen) in one cluster and the other cluster include Somali 
(Arhou), Bishari-Aririt (Amarar-Arfowab), Annafi, Kinani (Awlad Gallis), Bani 
Aamir (Naptap), Bishari - Aririt (Bashkwap), Bishari-Amirap, Shanabla (Abu 
Omair), Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap), Hawaweer (Habasap), Gemei, 
Kabashi (Rebaigat), Kawahla (Muradi), Maidoub and Bishari-Shallagyai. 
The highly polymorphism observed between Rashaidi (Deaily) and 
Niaylawi (Um Gallol) could be due to the different ways of introduction of these 
types into the country as they show differences in morphological characteristics. 
This demonstrated the relationship between the genotypic and morphological 
characteristics. 
The other clusters indicated that they may have originated from a common 
ancestor followed by cross-breeding of different types and subtypes. Similar 
findings have been reported in racing camels by Sherief and Alhadrami (1996), 
Mehta et al. (2006) and Swailem et al (2007) in Saudia Arabia. In this cluster it 
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has been found that Chad Camel Type [Spotted Camel (Abragg)] and Kinani 
(Abu Khamseen) were in one cluster and this could be attributed to their 
similarity in size. In addition to that Annafi and Kinani (Awlad Gallis) were 
found in one cluster which may be due to their existence in one ecological zone 
(Butana region). Bishari-Aririt (Bashkwap) and Bishari-Amirab were found in 
one cluster, that probably because both were sub-types of Bishari. Shanabla (Abu 
Omair), Dar Hamid (Nawahia), Lahawe (Aiadap) were in one cluster that could 
be due to the fact that they are living in the irrigated area in Eastern in Western 
Sudan. Hawaweer (Habasap) is the nearest type to this cluster. Those types could 
not withstand the shortage of water and walk for long distance.  
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Conclusion and Recommendations: 
 
The study concluded that RAPD marker technique is the technique of 
choice because it can reveal polymorphism between and within types, although it 
depends mainly on the random primers selection (oligonucleotides) to give 
highest polymorphism. There is sufficient genetic diversity in the studied twenty 
types, subtypes including the two African types. Due to automation, easy, cost 
effectiveness and capability to estimate the genetic similarity and other related 
parameters in Sudanese camel types, this technique could be utilized for the 
characterization of the camel populations which in turn might act as backbone for 
conservation of different camel types and other species and for types and breed 
registration. 
 Tools for genetic improvement of camels include selection between breeds 
(or strains), selection within breeds and crossing. Crossing includes grading-up, 
developing new breeds and exploiting heterosis. It should be noted that even if 
crossing is chosen as a tool, selection is usually involved as well. Many 
international meetings have stressed the need to look more closely at indigenous 
livestock breeds, because of their adaptation to their environments, instead of 
assuming that importation of another breed is a short cut to increase production. 
Selection between breeds will, therefore, mean comparing indigenous breeds, as 
well as comparing with exotic or its cross. Genetic progress through selection 
depends on heritability. 
Also the results of this study indicated that RAPD markers showed genetic 
variation between and within Sudan camel types and could be used for the 
discrimination of subtypes. RAPD is likely to be used as a rapid, qualitative way 
for subtype identification, and known standards must be run together each time a 
sample is tested. It is necessary to increase the number of types, subtypes and the 
number of primers to assess precisely the phylogenetic relationships of different 
camel types. In addition, the grouping indicated by the phylogenetic tree 
(Dendrogram) were utterly different from the conventional criteria used for 
classifying types of Sudanese camels. Although other techniques can also be 
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used, RAPD - DNA fingerprinting technique can be used for Sudan dromedary 
and any others camelids, because of its technical simplicity, excellent resolving 
power and high accuracy. It seems to be a good method for identifying these 
subtypes and recognizing phylogenetic relationships among them. But it depends 
mainly on the concentration of the PCR reagent. These sub-typing methods have 
the potential to aid in identifying camels. The reproducibility of the 
polymorphisms generated by RAPD in camel may lead to development of 
subtype-specific DNA markers of native camel types in Sudan. Overall, the 
assayed technique could be robust and simple method to be considered as an 
additional tool for camels' identification in Sudan. 
So this study recommended: 
- More studies to search for more random primers that will give more 
polymorphism with RAPD technique till reach the appropriate DNA marker for 
each type and subtype. 
-  More type and subtypes should be studied. 
- Advanced DNA molecular marker techniques should be applied for DNA 
fingerprinting, such as AFLP, SNPs, Minisatellite and Microsatellite techniques.  
- Camel Research Institutions should have a separate camel farm for pure type 
and subtypes, and also for the hybrid camels that takes its own line of breeding 
e.g. Asshab, Klaiwaw and Banagir. 
- Start searching for quantitative traits (QTL) associated with genes affecting 
productivity.  
- Collaboration between camel scientist researchers and institutions in the country 
and the world. 
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APPENDIX 
 
10x TBE: 
Total Volume:   4 Liter. 
Storage: Room Temperature. 
pH; 8.3. 
Ingredients: 
432.0 g     Trise base (Molecular weight 121.14) 
220.0 g     Boric Acid 
38.0 g       EDTA or 16.0 ml 0.5M. 
6x Loading Dye Solution: 
6x loading dye solution are used as a loading dye for DNA marker (ladder) and 
genomic DNA in agarose or polyacrylamide gels. 
Ingredients: 
0.09%  Bromophenole blue 
0.09%  Xylenecynole FF 
60%     Glycerol 
60 mM EDTA. 
Primer Dilution: 
Amount of TE (Trise base EDTA, Rehydrated buffer) buffer added to produce a 
100 µm (100 pmole/µl) stock solution. 
Primer amount in nmole x 0.1 = TE volume  
Working solution: 
Dilution 1µl of the stock solution into 100 µl TE buffer to produce 1 pmole/µl. 
Solution divided into several aliquot.  
dNTPs (deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates) Dilution: 
10 µl fro each 4 dNTPs completed 100 µl water for injection. 
Solution divided into several aliquot. 
Similarity Index (Nei’s and Li’s Coefficient): 
Sxy  =  2 Sxy / Sx + Sy 
 112
Genetic Distance: 
 GD = 1 – Sxy 
Melting Temperature (Tm):  
Simplified calculation: 
Tm = [2 C × (#A + #T)] + [4 C × (#G +#C)] 
Alternative calculation: 
Tm = 81.5 C – 16.6 + [41 × (#G +C)] / oligo length – (500/oligo length)  
Molecular Weight: 
Molecular weight = (#A × 313.21) + (#C × 289.18) +(#G × 329.21) + (#T × 
304.21) – 62 Da. 
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(Figure 39): Bacterian camel (double hump). 
 
 
 
(Figure 40): Junaco (New World Camel). 
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(Figure 41): Vecogna (New World Camel). 
 
 
(Figure 42): Albaca (New World Camel). 
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(Figure 43 a): Llama (New World Camel). 
 
 
 
(Figure 43 b): Llama (New World Camel). 
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(Figure 44): Cama, hybrid (Dromedary * Llama).  
 
 
(Figure 45): Hybrid (Dromedary *Bacterian).  
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(Figure 46): Blood sampling from the jugular vain. 
 
 
(Figure 47): Genomic DNA purification kit (Promega). 
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(Figure 48): Microcentrifuge (Centurion). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Figure 49): Vortexer. 
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(Figure 50): Water bath (Grant GLS400). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Figure 51): PH meter (Wagtech). 
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(Figure 52): Gel Electrophoresis (Biometra). 
 
 
(Figure 53): GeneRay – UV Photometer (Biometra). 
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(Figure 54): Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) machine (Biometra). 
 
 
(Figure 55): Gel documentation system. 
 
 
 
 
 
